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7621972 LIVING SIMPLE, FREE & HAPPY. By Cristin Frank. The original. Reduction Rebel shows you the freedom and fulfillment you can find when you simplify your life. You'll learn how to use your talents, time, and space to combat stress, become more efficient, relieve money woes, open up opportunities, and provide unbelievable self fulfillment. Illus. in color. 176 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

1867474 QUICK AND EASY JIGS AND FIXTURES. By Kerry Pierce. Add speed, accuracy, and ease to almost every operation in your shop with this book of 16 ingenious jigs, clever workshop aids and amazing devices that you cannot buy in any store. They are the time saving shortcuts you wish you'd thought of sooner. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Popular Woodworking. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

3433668 THE CLOCK REPAIRER'S HANDBOOK. By Laurie Pennman. Everything you need to know to diagnose and correct faults in all kinds of clocks, both antique and modern, and carry out repairs. Useful to both the beginner and the experienced repairer, without baffling the former or annoying the latter. Illus. 176 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

571900 WORLD'S GREATEST CITIES: A Journey Through the Most Fascinating Cities Around the Globe. Ed. by Alberto Hernandez. An illuminating journey through 30 of the greatest cities in the world. As well as highlighting their most famous areas, more than 450 photos, cutaways, and 3D models of their landmarks allows you to travel tight into the heart of each one. 256 pages. Paragon. 8x11. $4.95

1877240 OLD-FASHIONED LABOR-SAVING DEVICES: Homemade Contrivances and How to Make Them. Designed to speed and simplify everything from making your own butter to protecting drain outlets to organizing and storing tools, the easy to make mechanisms you'll find here can be just as useful for today's farmer as they were for the frontier homesteader. Illus. 622 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

3608468 CATITUDES. By Victoria Roberts. Irresistibly original, elegant, and humorous, this volume brings you a menagerie of amazing felines—writing, dancing, painting, and always up to a little mishap! Dreamed up by one of The New Yorker’s finest cartoonists, it will make you smile, laugh, and wonder just what your cat is up to. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Imagine! Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

5885574 BRAIN GAMES HALLOWEEN PICTURE PUZZLES. By N. Fort & L. Pearson. This collection of puzzles is hauntingly challenging—andreakishly addictive! Just open the book, compare the spooky pictures, and find the differences. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Publications International. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

5759641 GREAT KITCHENS. By Ellen Whitaker et al. An intimate tour of the best of food and company, displaying a remarkable range of styles, and including their favorite home recipes. Fully illus. in color. 232 pages. Taunton. $4.95

7662290 THE OLD-HOUSE DOCTOR. By Christopher Enos. A practical, charming and informative guide to repairing, restoring, and preserving old houses. Explains hidden parts and typical problems, from straightening the frame to removing wall paper to the electric system. 300 drawings by Harley Hason. 176 pages. Skyhorse. 7x10. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

5713692 THE LOST BOOK OF MORMON: A Journey Through the Mythic Lands of Nephi, Zarahemla, & Kansas City, Missouri. By Avi Steinberg. In a travelogue at once literate and funny, personal and provocative, a nonbeliever charts his journey down the path laid out by Joseph’s religious tome, ultimately making a case for taking the book seriously as a work of American imagination. 266 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $26.95 $6.95

3560252 I USED TO KNOW THAT: Stuff You Forgot from School. By Caroline Taggart. Presents a unique collection of hundreds of facts learned long ago, in such categories as Our Changing World, Prose and Poetry, Math and Science, and History. With engaging fun, this little volume will appeal to the student in all of us. 176 pages. Reader's Digest. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $2.95

5858871 DIY HOME REPAIRS: Fix-It-Yourself Projects. By Sarah Beeny. Blocked sinks, scratched floors, noisy pipes—this guide will teach you how to tackle all those common household issues on your own. Whether you’re in a jam with a necessary fix, or have a weekend free for some home improvements, this is your go-to resource. Illus. 220 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $5.95

5739977 WEED: Grow It, Cook It. By Floyd Barrington. A guide to how to grow your own weed, and once you’ve harvested the green, it’s time to head into the kitchen and try one of the delicious recipes for weed-infused munchies and nibbles. These potent treats come with a 100% stoner satisfaction rating and are guaranteed to get you high. Try Cinnamon Dope-Nuts or Rasta Pasta. Well illus. in color. Ryland Peters & Small. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95
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364210 SUPER SNEAKY USES FOR EVERYDAY THINGS. By Cy Tyrony. Power devices with your up-to-date tech toys, turn a penny into a battery, make sneaky light-up nails and fashion accessories, perform sneaky levitation with everyday things, and much more. Illus. 145 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95

582140 NEVER TOO BUSY TO CURE CLUTTER. By Erin Rooney Doland. Filled with practical advice and small, doable projects that created with your busy life in mind, Doland gives you a quick-to-view, how-to guide on decluttering. Builds on techniques are given fresh life. Includes tips for every room of Sweet Water Press. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.97

SIMPLER LIVING: A Back to Basics Guide to Cleaning, Furnishing, Storing, Decluttering, Straightening, Simplifying, and More. By Jeff Davidson. Eliminate stress, declutter your home, and streamline your daily routine with this collection of more than 1,500 suggestions for simplifying your life. Discover: advice, and tips you can return to time and time again. Declutter in projects that were created with your busy life in mind, Doland gives you a quick-to-view, how-to guide on decluttering. Builds on techniques are given fresh life. Includes tips for every room of Sweet Water Press. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.97

THE EASY ORGANIZER: 365 Days to Clutter-Free Living. By Liz Wright. Offers all the inspiration you need to turn a ho-hum space into a showstopper. Includes tips for every room of your home, from removing stairs to hiding bell peppers to treating a bee sting. Well illus. 388 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95

SIMPLER LIVING: A Back to Basics Guide to Cleaning, Furnishing, Storing, Decluttering, Straightening, Simplifying, and More. By Jeff Davidson. Eliminate stress, declutter your home, and streamline your daily routine with this collection of more than 1,500 suggestions for simplifying your life. Discover: advice, and tips you can return to time and time again. Declutter in projects that were created with your busy life in mind, Doland gives you a quick-to-view, how-to guide on decluttering. Builds on techniques are given fresh life. Includes tips for every room of Sweet Water Press. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.97

THE COUNTRY LIVING BOOK OF DIY PROJECTS. By Jennifer Ford Berry. You are the perfect designers. What you see, and are inspired by, is what you will create. A fun, practical, and easy to read guide to getting rid of pests in your home. It’s more than just a how-to guide: it’s a humorous yet useful look at this simple reality of both city and rural living. Illus. 174 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

THE SIMPLE ART OF NAPKIN FOLDING: 94 Fancy Folding Techniques. By Cindy Harris. Well illus. 64 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $8.95

MAKE IT WITH BURLAP: Rustic Chic Home Decor and More. By Cyndy Aldred. A fun, practical, and easy to read guide to getting rid of pests in your home. It’s more than just a how-to guide: it’s a humorous yet useful look at this simple reality of both city and rural living. Illus. 174 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

THE ART OF ORGANIZING: 101 Simple Remedies for Making Your Life Easier and Your Home Neater. By Marie Kondo. With guidance on specific categories including kitchen tools, cleaning supplies, hobby goods, and digital photos, this comprehensive guide to organizing everything in your home is sure to spark joy in anyone who wants to simplify their life. Illus. 291 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

THE EASY ORGANIZER: 365 Days to Clutter-Free Living. By Liz Wright. Offers all the inspiration you need to turn a ho-hum space into a showstopper. Includes tips for every room of your home, from removing stairs to hiding bell peppers to treating a bee sting. Well illus. 388 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95

THE EASY ORGANIZER: 365 Days to Clutter-Free Living. By Liz Wright. Offers all the inspiration you need to turn a ho-hum space into a showstopper. Includes tips for every room of your home, from removing stairs to hiding bell peppers to treating a bee sting. Well illus. 388 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95

THE SIMPLE ART OF NAPKIN FOLDING: 94 Fancy Folding Techniques. By Cindy Harris. Well illus. 64 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $8.95

THE SIMPLE ART OF NAPKIN FOLDING: 94 Fancy Folding Techniques. By Cindy Harris. Well illus. 64 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $8.95

COUNTRY: The Infinite Possibilities of Country Living. Ed. by Annette Funicello and Al Anderson. Forged from the picturesque villages, and the architecture that echoes these idyllic settings. These houses, ranging from family estates to weekend retreats, are the personal homes of decorators and tastemakers, and they provide fresh ideas for combining creative expression and country living. Fully illus. in color. 255 pages. Rizzoli. 8x11“. Pub. at $50.00 $29.95

THE EASY ORGANIZER: 365 Days to Clutter-Free Living. By Liz Wright. Offers all the inspiration you need to turn a ho-hum space into a showstopper. Includes tips for every room of your home, from removing stairs to hiding bell peppers to treating a bee sting. Well illus. 388 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95

THE EASY ORGANIZER: 365 Days to Clutter-Free Living. By Liz Wright. Offers all the inspiration you need to turn a ho-hum space into a showstopper. Includes tips for every room of your home, from removing stairs to hiding bell peppers to treating a bee sting. Well illus. 388 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95
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580938X GRACIOUS ROOMS. By Barbara Westbrook. Westbrook sets out for principles for creating a house with both polish and patina in this lavish volume. Through ten sumptuous homes, she shares her accessible, appealing ideas from judicious use of color. The importance of including natural elements in a room; utilizing color to unify spaces in a house; and setting a mood with materials. 240 pages. Rizzoli. 9½x11¾. Pub. at $60.00. 5750867 RYAN KORBAN: Luxury Redefined. With Karin Nelson. The acclaimed interior designer shows readers how to achieve a sense of luxury in their homes that is at once glamorous and highly personal. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. HarperDesign, 9¼x11½. Pub. at $75.00. 5847060 BRILLIANT: White in Design. By Linda O’Keefe. Offers a lucidly produced tribute to the use of white in architecture, art, and interior design. O’Keefe parses the language of white and considers its strengths and weaknesses, and more than 250 striking photographs showcase a range of works by designers and artists from around the world. 256 pages. Rizzoli. 9⅞x11¾. Pub. at $65.00. 5807778 A HOUSE BY THE SEA. By Bunny Williams. Presenting a wealth of advice on interior decor, Williams also shares details about her favorite tips on living and entertaining by the sea. Filled with stories and anecdotes and brimming with essential decor inspiration. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Rizzoli. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $75.00. 5812178 AMERICAN MASTERS: Notes on Style and Substance. By Jeph Biltzbreuer. This lavishly illustrated volume captures the breadth and beauty of Bilhuber’s design. Biltzbreuer’s optimistic and alluring point of view. 272 pages. Rizzoli, 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $65.00. 5764980 SAND CASTLES: Interiors Inspired by the Coast. By Tim Nève. Offers a wealth of practical advice on how to create mood boards and color palettes, and use statement pieces and focal objects to create your own personal design style. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. HarperDesign, 8¼x11½. Pub. at $45.00. 5760062 MONOGRAMS FOR THE HOME. By Kimberly Schlegel Whitman. From linens, lamps and chairs to silver, china, glass, and accessories, discover the possibilities of initial monograms, and how to handwrite your own personal crests and logos. 384 pages. Rizzoli, 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $65.00. 5760789 KEEP IT SIMPLE: A Guide to a Happy, Relaxed Home. By A. Bartlett & D. Coote. Reveals how to create a happy and relaxed home that looks fabulous and works brilliantly for the family. How to use textures, materials and styles in your own space. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Chronicle. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $40.00. 4599786 PANTONE: The Language of Color. By Leatrice Eiseman. The definitive guide to the Pantone system. Offers an invaluable resource for design professionals who need to keep up with the latest developments in fibers, finishes, construction and textile design, in order to select the best materials for their clients. 312 pages. Norton. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $75.00. 4580642 ROOMS FOR LIVING. By Suzanne Rheinstein. Rheinstein shows how to achieve a calm and livable environment in both casual and formal settings. The essence of far-flung destinations in small details, exotic color palettes, exquisite textures, traditional crafts, and more. Along the way, she shows you how to use the five elements of color theory to create a cheerful bedroom of autumn hues to a candy-colored tiled bath, open your eyes to a world of color. Well illus. in color. 244 pages. Abrams. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $60.00. 4558449 A COLORFUL HOME: Create Lively Palettes for Every Room. By Susan Hable with L. Gills. With Hable’s expert guidance, you’ll learn how to discover color in the everyday, create dynamic palettes, and translate them into stunning interior spaces. From a cheerful bedroom of autumn hues to a burst of confetti inspiring a world of color. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Workman. 8¼x11. Pub. at $30.00. 4553608 THE $50 HOME MAKEOVER. By Shauna West. These seventy-five fun and creative ideas will inspire you to turn your living space into the perfect place. From projects like chalkboard tables, wooden placemats, and a vintage book catch-all will give your place the stylish, modern feel you always wanted, without having to spend a fortune. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $22.99. 4580805 CARLYLE BUTLER: Past, Present, Inspired. Pictorial tour of Butler’s own home, conceived over a 20-year period. From a charming California cottage to a contemporary midcentury ranch to a Newport Beach escape, the designer’s style has always been highly personal. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Gibbs Smith. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $40.00. 4561774 TRADITIONAL INTERIORS: Leta Austin Foster, Sallie Giordano & India Foster. By Brian D. Coleman. With an eye for fine detail, Foster and her two daughters create comfort and color in gorgeous living spaces along the East Coast that are shown here in exquisite photographs. Showcasing Foster’s designs, this volume will inspire you in creating your own glorious spaces. Fully illus. in color. 310 pages. Rizzoli. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $65.00. 4559541 FRANK LYDLE WRIGHT—THE ROOMS: Interiors and Decorative Arts. Text by M. Stipe, photos by A. Weintraub. Presents the warm interior spaces and exceptional design work of an American architectural master and an component of "total design." This volume offers an immersion into the work of Wright by means of extraordinary artful detail, in invitingly explored rooms and spaces. SELFWORTH. Fully illus. in color. 336 pages. Rizzoli. 11x11. Pub. at $75.00. 4557803 GLAMOROUS ROOMS. By Jan Showers. This stunning interior design showpiece captures the elegant ecstacy of Showers’ unique creations, including many previously unpublished. Seamless blending of Hollywood high style, mid-century modernism, classic 18th-century French style and more, these photographs are every bit as inspiring as they are breathtaking. 208 pages. Abrams. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $75.00.
Residential Architecture

4632125 ALFRESCO LIVING: 21st Century Architecture, By Mandy Buntendorf. From terraces to expansive properties, these designs demonstrate how architects and landscape designers can bring a sense of space into our lives. Fully illus. in color, 224 pages. Images Publishing Group. 10x10. Import. Pub. at $50.00 $9.95

4599915 THE TUDOR HOME, By Kevin D. Murphy, photos by P. Rochelleau. Showcases the wide variety of Tudor homes and the many manifestations the Tudor style has taken across the nation, from the famous communities of Bronxville, New York, to the California Tudors of San Francisco’s East Bay hills town. Stunning photography is accompanied by insightful commentary on the architecture and history of the Tudor style in the United States. 272 pages. Rizzoli. 9x11. Pub. at $60.00 $39.95

5751205 MANHATTAN CLASSIC: New York’s Finest Prewar Apartments, By Geoffrey Lynch. Takes you on a lavishly illustrated tour of New York City’s legendary apartment buildings. Includes stunning photography of each building, sample floor plans, and floor plans of nearly 200 color photographs of interiors; biographies of key architects; and indexes listing hundreds of significant buildings. 224 pages. Abrams. 9¼x12. Pub. at $55.00

Real Estate

4526404 AT HOME IN THE AMERICAN BARN, By J. B. Garrison, photos by A. Sommer. Text by J. B. Garrison, photographer A. Sommer. Transforming barns with a mind to renovating, turning them into residential spaces for the tides of today. Each of the 21 structures featured has had a unique, highly individualistic purpose, and this volume emphasizes the rare beauty of elegant solutions for living in these structures. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Abrams. 9x12. Pub. at $55.00

4523601 MAIL-ORDER HOMES: Sears Homes and Other Kit Houses, By Rebecca L. Hunter. 64 pages. Shire. 5x8½x1¼. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

4595993 THE ACCESSIBLE HOME: Designing for All Ages & Abilities, By Deborah Pierce. Color photos. 234 pages. Taunton. 8¾x11¾. Import. Pub. at $27.95 $19.95

DVD 2749602 TREASURY HOUSES OF BRITAIN: An illustrated history of the British home, this great collection features English country houses with intimate visits to Burghley House, Chatsworth, Blenheim Palace, Holkham Hall, and Boughton House, all shot in dazzling high-definition. Journalist Selina Scott tours the properties, examining their landscape design, interior design, architecture, and detailed remodeling. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Athena. Pub. at $49.99 $24.95

5892210 PREFABULOUS SMALL HOMES, By Shari Koons. These houses are designed for living in a small space with small construction techniques can provide all the room a family might need. They show how building an energy-efficient, healthy environment beats living in a large drafty house with uncontrolled climate and also help preserve the environment. Fully illus. in color, 233 pages. Taunton. 8½x11. Pub. at $32.00 $23.95

5892015 HEARST CASTLE: The Biography of a Country House, By Victoria Kasnoff. Describes America’s most glamorous and fascinating house, and gives an account of one of the most spirited, productive, and long-lasting architect-client relationships in history. William Randolph Hearst and Julia Morgan created this world-class achievement. This lavishly illustrated book is a primary source of the American arts for students and professionals. 150 photos. 268 pages.增量. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

5894688 BARRON’S REAL ESTATE HANDBOOK, SEVENTH EDITION, By Jack P. Friedman. Grill. Pub. at $59.95 $21.95

3640033 BE THE REAL ESTATE MILLIONAIRE: How to Build Wealth for a Lifetime in an Uncertain Economy, By Dean Graziosi. Learn how to profit from disclosures now; discover the seven hidden signs of profitable deals; invest and win in any real estate market; learn the two steps that slash risk and skyrocket profits; and match the proper strategy with your local market. 288 pages. Vanguard. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

3649868 BARRON’S REAL ESTATE HANDBOOK, SEVENTH EDITION, By Jack P. Friedman. Grill. Pub. at $59.95 $21.95

3687371 THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO FLIPPING HOUSES, By Melanie Williamson. Here is expert advice to find, buy, renovate, and sell homes. This essential references guide helps you walk through the opportunities, the risks, the work involved, and the potential for real profits in flipping real estate. 303 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

CD 3610055 DOLL DE ROOS’ REAL ESTATE INCOME AND BUILD Long-Term Wealth, By Donald J. Trump with M. K. McIver. Real estate titan, bestselling author, and TV star Donald J. Trump is the man to teach you the billionaire mindset—how to think about money, career skills, and life. Here is crucial advice on building your fortune. From the risk of real estate, to the rewards, to the best investment strategy, everything from dealing with brokers to securing a mortgage. Trump will show you how to cut costs, invest wisely, and balance your portfolio.

5753511 LESUARMA NOW: The Beach House for Everyone 1964, By Paul Sahre. Sahre uncovers the mystery of this legendary site. An old hotel housed in a sorry state by the 1960s, it can walk into a Macy’s and leave with a fully furnished beach house. This colorful volume provides an examination of its forty-year past through a meticulously documented present. Fully illus. in color. 255 pages. Princeton Architectural. 7x9½. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95

3664406 THE SUMMER COTTAGE: Retreats of the 1000 Islands, By Kathleen Guignard. This volume explores the history and architecture of one of the most intimate and inviting regions in the United States, the Thousand Islands. This sweeping volume provides an exceptional insider’s look at these remarkable summer retreats. Color photos. 224 pages. Barron’s. 9x9. Pub. at $19.98 $9.75

VACATION & COUNTRY HOMES

457009X 150 BEST COTTAGE & CABIN IDEAS, By Frances Zamora. Filled with stunning full-color photographs and detailed design plans, this volume highlights hidden sanctuaries that offer privacy, comfort, and the most important, more natural lifestyle experiences. Explore the history and simplicity of the modern cottage and cabin.

5764413 CABIN PORH: Inspiration for Your Quiet Place Somewhere, By Zach Allen. It takes a real vision and materials to construct a cabin, but the reward is handsomer: a shelter for yourself somewhere quiet, and a place to offer warmth and companionship. The volume contains photos of more than 200 cabins from around the world that will give you ideas for your own construction. 326 pages. Little. Brown. 7x9. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95

3664408 THE SUMMER COTTAGE: Retreats of the 1000 Islands, By Kathleen Guignard. This volume explores the history and architecture of one of the most intimate and inviting regions in the United States, the Thousand Islands. This sweeping volume provides an exceptional insider’s look at these remarkable summer retreats. Color photos. 224 pages. Barron’s. 9x9. Pub. at $19.98 $9.75

5753511 LESUARMA NOW: The Beach House for Everyone 1964, By Paul Sahre. Sahre uncovers the mystery of this legendary site. An old hotel housed in a sorry state by the 1960s, it can walk into a Macy’s and leave with a fully furnished beach house. This colorful volume provides an examination of its forty-year past through a meticulously documented present. Fully illus. in color. 255 pages. Princeton Architectural. 7x9½. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95

3664408 THE SUMMER COTTAGE: Retreats of the 1000 Islands, By Kathleen Guignard. This volume explores the history and architecture of one of the most intimate and inviting regions in the United States, the Thousand Islands. This sweeping volume provides an exceptional insider’s look at these remarkable summer retreats. Color photos. 224 pages. Barron’s. 9x9. Pub. at $19.98 $9.75

ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS

368377X DETAILS: How to Design with Architectural Salvage and Antiques, By Brian D. Coleman. No matter the style or location of a home, architectural salvage can quickly add charm and authentic appeal. This book includes an extensive collection of photos and ideas on using an old stained glass window, mantel or door, and practical advice on window, mantel or door, and practical advice on what to look for at an antique store.

TRUM P: Think Like a Billionaire, By Donald J. Trump with M. K. McIver. It takes a real vision and materials to construct a cabin, but the reward is handsomer: a shelter for yourself somewhere quiet, and a place to offer warmth and companionship. The volume contains photos of more than 200 cabins from around the world that will give you ideas for your own construction. 326 pages. Little. Brown. 7x9. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95

5753511 LESUARMA NOW: The Beach House for Everyone 1964, By Paul Sahre. Sahre uncovers the mystery of this legendary site. An old hotel housed in a sorry state by the 1960s, it can walk into a Macy’s and leave with a fully furnished beach house. This colorful volume provides an examination of its forty-year past through a meticulously documented present. Fully illus. in color. 255 pages. Princeton Architectural. 7x9½. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/972


580706 BLACK & DECKER THE COMPLETE PHOTO GUIDE TO HOME REPAIR. Ed. by Jennifer Gehlhar. Encyclopedia of DIY stuff. Both offer you to save money, time, and frustration by becoming your own home handy-person. With over 2000 clear step by step photos and illustrations, the step by step instructions and tips will enable you to take on the 350 most common home repair projects all by yourself. 560 pages. Creative Publishing Intl. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

364367X BUILDING SCREENED ROOMS. By D. Vandervort & the eds. of Sunset Books. Offers practical, step by step instruction on constructing a screened room that will add living space to your home. Includes plans and materials list, plus complete instructions and advice on how to build an all-steel, all-wood room. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Sunset. 8x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95


580586 BLACK & DECKER THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO BATHROOMS, 3RD EDITION. Ed. by Chris Peterson. Perhaps the most comprehensive DIY guide available anywhere, this guide describes detailed step-by-step information on virtually every type of bathroom renovation, whether it’s a simple replacement of a sink and faucet in a master bath, or an almost complete overhaul of a master bath. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Creative Publishing Intl. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

1830346 THE VERSATILE SHED: How to Build, Renovate and Customize Your Bonus Space. By Chris Gleason. Offers basic how-to building advice on constructing a utility shed, plus recommendations on electrical and comfort needs. Also includes ideas for working with pre-fabricated sheds, with suggestions for customization. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Betterway. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99


4343168 AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION, SECOND EDITION. By Rex & Mark R. Miller. Includes all the task-simplifying details you need for any project. Offers clear instructions for efficient, cost-effective, and current methods in choosing, installing, servicing, troubleshooting, and repairing today’s AC and refrigeration equipment. Illus. 640 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $50.00

3747704 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO HOME INSPECTION. By M. Litchfield & R.C. Robinson. Takes you step by step through the full depth and breadth of the complete examination of every house system, pointing out things to watch out for, and helping you to save money, time, and frustration by becoming your own home handy-person. With over 2000 clear step by step photos and illustrations, the step by step instructions and tips will enable you to take on the 350 most common home repair projects all by yourself. 560 pages. Creative Publishing Intl. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

3747724 STANLEY EASY HOME DRYWALL REPAIRS: A Homeowner’s Guide. By Myron R. Ferguson. A concise and handy reference to the most common DIY repairs around the home. Projects include everything from filling a small hole to closing off a window opening. Includes quick tips on tools and materials. Fully illus. in color. 33 pages. Sunset. Spiralbound. Pub. at $7.95

4576886 STANLEY EASY HOME REPAIRS: A Homeowner’s Guide. By David Toth. A concise and handy reference to the most common DIY repairs around the home. Projects include everything from freeing a stuck window to repairing a hole in the wall. Includes quick tips on tools and materials. Fully illus. in color. 33 pages. Taunton. Spiralbound. Pub. at $7.95

457814 BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS BIG BOOK OF HOME-TO-DO. Packed with hundreds of ways to repair, maintain, and update your home. Includes new fixtures and plumbing, and wiring to building garden trellises and decks. Well illus. 592 pages. JP Press. 8x10¼. Paperback. PRICE CUT to $4.95

4824355 BLACK & DECKER THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO ROOFING, SIDING & TRIM, 2ND EDITION. Ed. by Jennifer Gehlhar. Encyclopedia of DIY stuff. Both offer you to save money, time, and frustration by becoming your own home handy-person. With over 2000 clear step by step photos and illustrations, the step by step instructions and tips will enable you to take on the 350 most common home repair projects all by yourself. 560 pages. Creative Publishing Intl. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

3635171 BUILT-INS, SHELVES, AND STORAGE: This Old House Easy Upgrades, By Josh Gaskolt. 208 pages. Taunton. 9x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95
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Woodworking

573844 MEASURE TWICE, CUT ONCE, 3RD EDITION. By Jim Tolpin. Offers construction techniques, rules, and guidelines in the areas of measurement and proportion, walking you through every step of the woodworking process. From design and layout, to cutting to finishing. Tolpin introduces a variety of tools used to transfer measurements accurately to the wood. Book Club Edition. 127 pages. Popular Woodworking. 8½x11. Paperbound. Orig. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

571084 SHELVE, CLOSETS & CABINETS: Design, tips, and Poems. Every step in the process of each and every project is covered in this easy to follow guide. Includes a wealth of design ideas, building techniques, project construction plans and tips and shortcuts from the experts. SHOPWORN. Fully illus. 304 pages. Sterling. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

575169 WOODWORKING WISDOM & KNOW-HOW: Everything You Need to Know to Design, Build, and Create. Compiled by Josh Leventhal. This large and comprehensive volume includes illustrations and diagrams along with all the information you need to design and build with wood. SHOPWORN. 524 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95


536704 WOODWORK PROJECTS FOR YOUR GARDEN AND PORCH. By Mattias Wombad. These easy, fun, and attractive wood creations are accompanied by step by step instructions and are divided into projects for planting and growing and for socializing and relaxing, as well as fun items for the garden. Color. Illus. Skyhorse. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

577613 WOOD PELLET PROJECTS. By Chris Gleason. A maverick craftsman combines sound woodworking techniques with a hip designer’s sensibility to unleash the limitless possibilities of the common wood. This guide is full of inspired projects for the kitchen, bath, and garden—from a dispenser, this easy to make projects will


545238X BOOKCASES: From Salvage to Storage, by Aurelie Drouet. Collects 14 original bookcase projects with step by step instructions; detailed plans and technical tips; and inspirational features to help you find the one that suits you. Also includes a non-free home entertainment center from start to finish. You’ll get full details on recording to the latest digital devices, installing a TV card in your PC, viewing digital photos, videos, and more. Illus. 263 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95

5460278 SOAP MAKING WITH NATURAL INGREDIENTS: Self-Sufficiency. By Sarah Ads. Dozens of easy to follow recipes for making your own soaps at home, using only the best natural ingredients. Includes tips to using your kitchen equipment and simple techniques you’ll need to create an array of gorgeous soaps. Packed with ideas for alternative soapmaking and homemade skin care. Illus. in color. 128 pages. IMM Lifestyle Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

1851926 BRILLIANT LED PROJECTS: 20 Electronic Designs for Good Guys and Hobbyists, and Experimenters. By Nick Dossis. Presents 20 hands-on step by step projects for you to make using LED's, any only available as components. Learn to make a cool LED flashlight, a flashing rear bike light, color changing disco lights, and more. 258 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00 $9.95

5724120 POPULAR MECHANICS 101: THINGS THAT GO FAST: Planes, Trains and Automobiles You Can Make and Ride. Presents 101 timeless activities, just as they were originally published in early issues of Popular Mechanics magazine, along with new projects and ideas. Each project includes a skate-wheel scooter, how to attach a sail to a bicycle, a running sneeze, a miniature windmill and more. Fully illus., some color. 208 pages. Hearst. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95


5392831 ELECTRONICS WORKSHOP COMPANION FOR HOBBISTS. By Stan Gibilisco. This practical guide shows you how to build electronic projects out of components and electronic circuits. Learn the practical techniques of electronic circuits, and how to use them in your everyday life. Contains essential information on the essentials of electronics, from Ohm’s Law to the use of for your workshop. Illus. Pub. at $25.00 $15.95

2694077 51 HIGH-TECH PRACTICAL JOKES FOR THE EVIL GENIUS. By B. Graham & K. McGowan. Using easy to find parts and tools that all Evil Geniuses can get their hands on, these well-played and not too harmful pranks will confound your unsuspecting targets every time. Includes instructions and plans for 51 simple to advanced projects, each of which can be mixed and matched for hundreds more twisted gadgets. 200 photos & diagrams, 224 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8½ x11. Pub. at $25.00 $15.95


5165014 YOU CAN FIND GOLD WITH A METAL DETECTOR. By C. Garrett & R. Lagoj. With illustrated step-by-step instructions, Garrett and Lagoj share their lifetimes of secrets and techniques to prove the right detector can produce more ounces of gold per dollar than any other type of equipment. Discover how to recover nuggets in stream beds, how to eliminate most tin in dredge tailings, and open up new vistas of excitement. Color photos, 140 pages. Ham. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

5729130 THE USEFUL BOOK: 201 LIFE SKILLS They Used to Teach in Home Ec and Shop. By Sharon & David Bowers. With illustrated step-by-step instructions, this modern, hands-on, and energetically designed encyclopedia of DIY has everything you need to know to fix it, cook it, build it, clean it, and sell it yourself. Fully illus. 404 pages. Workman. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
**Do-It-Yourself Advice**

- **583113** RASPBERRY PI ELECTRONICS PROJECTS FOR THE EVIL GENIUS. By Donald Norris. Features 10 complete projects that will teach you the skills you need to start your Raspberry Pi projects. In color and white and black. 284 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8½x11». Paperback. Pub. at $24.95
- **583016** THE BIG BOOK OF MAKERSPACE PROJECTS: Inspiring Makers to Experiment, Create, and Learn. By Colleen & Aaron Graves. This easy-to-follow guide features dozens of low-cost DIY projects for both beginners and advanced makers. Step by step instructions lead you through inventive tech hacks, paper circuits, e-textiles, musical instruments, coding and programming, 3D printing, and much more. Fully illus. 291 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8½x11». Paperback. Pub. at $25.00

### Consumer Guides

- **583077** QUICK CHECK FOOD FACTS. By Amy Newman Shapiro. Features food charts that provide total calories, total fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, carbohydrates, fiber, sugar, protein, and sodium for 850 everyday foods. Updated with latest nutrition data, the latest U.S. Dietary Guidelines, and USDA MyPlate program recommendations. Also includes fast food restaurant charts. 562 pages. Barron’s. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99
- **570453** FORMICA FOREVER. Ed. by Ulrike Mills. Written to commemorate the Formica Group’s 100th anniversary, this account of the history of the business also explores the ways in which formica laminates have also played a part in social history. Well illus. in color. 407 pages. Metropolitan. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95

### Legal Advice & the Legal System

- **578590** THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION FAMILY LEGAL GUIDE, THIRD EDITION. This essential legal resource for families tells you how to legally protect your family, potentially reduce legal expenses, and avoid legal pitfalls, in every area of the law. 794 pages. Random. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

### Other Guides

- **463524** CRIMINAL JUSTICE, THIRD EDITION: The Essentials. By Steven P Lab et al. Revised and updated coverage of all major aspects of the criminal justice system, including defense attorneys, legal challenges faced by police and prosecutors, and the written word, from law enforcement to the courtroom.
- **557651** FAMILY LAW IN AMERICA, SECOND EDITION. By Sanford N. Katz. Examine the laws governing marriage, dissolution, property, and child custody, as well as the many factors that influence individual states. Provides step-by-step instructions, detailed information, and advice for making the best decisions. Also provides examples of situations wherein marriage may not be in the best interests of a couple. 220 pages. Oxford. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

### Other Books

- **582318** BEFORE I DO: A Legal Guide to Marriage. By Elizabeth F. Schwartz. Schwartz explains all of the implications of marriage from name changes and estate planning to insurance, Social Security, and more. Substantial chapters on estate planning, pre- and post-nuptial agreements, and organizing finances. Schwartz states that the practice of law is best handled by a professional, but this book provides many legal tips and suggestions that will be helpful for those who want to navigate through the process of marriage on their own. 280 pages. Oxford. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95

### Other Books


### Other Books

- **584295** PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL WIRING, 22ND EDITION: Residential, Farm, Commercial, & Industrial. By H.P. Richter & F.P. Hartwell. 700 pages. Park Publishing. Pub. at $79.95
- **575336** PROPERTY OUTLAWS. By E.M. Penalver & S.K. Kalyal. Puts forth the intriguing counterintuitive proposition that, in the case of both tangible and intellectual property law, disobedience can often lead to an improvement in legal regulation. The authors employ wide-ranging examples of the behaviors of “property outlaws”—the trespasser, squatter, pirate, or file-sharer—to show how specific behaviors have induced legal innovations. 294 pages. Oxford. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

### Other Books

46204342 THE ESSENTIAL EXECUTOR’S HANDBOOK: Everything You Need to Know to Settle an Estate. By David G. Hoffman. Where do you start? How do you empty a house crammed with a lifetime’s worth of knick-knacks, bad art, and unopened mail? Setting up and managing an estate takes a combined expertise of accountants; appraisers; auctioneers; realtors; bankers; insurance companies; bureaucrats, and, yes, even lawyers. 256 pages. Carletti Thomas. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 81.95 | 11 $4.95

5705782 MAKING SOCIAL SECURITY WORK FOR YOU: Advice, Strategies, and Timelines That Can Maximize Your Benefits. By Emily Guy Birken. A straightforward, easy to understand guide provides advice on the advantages and disadvantages of delaying benefits as well as the best ways to maximize your benefits depending on your financial or marital situation. 256 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 11 $12.95

5734978 HOW TO PLAN AND SETTLE ESTATES. By Edmund Fleming. Provides a step-by-step, thorough, and authoritative guide that clearly explains all of the complexities of settling an estate, and the legal aspects and administrative steps of managing an estate. Provides readers with a step by step process; in-depth coverage of federal tax issues, sample forms and documents, and answers to over 255 pages. All in all, a fully updated and revised comprehensive guide to finding and understanding all of these sources. 296 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 5.95

4541421 MARKET-NEUTRAL TRADING: Combining Technical and Fundamental Analysis into 7 Short-Long Trading Strategies. By K. Carr. Best-selling author Thomas Carr has developed a trading system so easy to use that virtually anybody can achieve steady growth whether the stock market is up, down, or sideways. Learn how to manage your stocks; create a portfolio that reduces risk; generate trading income and more. 334 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 9.95

5887674 THE REAL BOOK OF REAL ESTATE, SECOND EDITION. By Robert Kiyosaki. In a world where too many financial advisors do not follow their own advice, here is a guide written by experts who practice what they preach. This guide will show you how to not just survive but thrive during turbulent economic times. 438 pages. Plata. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 11 $19.95

5777143 THE FOREX TRADING MANUAL. By Javier H. Paz. Drawing on historical case studies and monetary theory for this in-depth guide will take you on your first steps into the world of investment banking. Discover the role of investment bankers in development costs can kill a great business, and more. 202 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 9.95


5878176 HOW TO PAY ZERO TAXES, 2017, 34TH EDITION. By Jeff A. Schnepper. Engagingly written to make even the most complex information easy to understand, this reader-friendly guide zeroes in on what matters most: tax saving, not tax preparation. An expert shares invaluable advice on everything from converting personal expenses into tax deductions to avoiding (or surviving) an audit. 922 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 11 $14.95


7284772 WARREN BUFFETT AND THE INTERPRETATION OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS: The Search for the Company with a Durable Competitive Advantage. By M. Buffett & D. Clark. This book presents Buffett’s interpretation of financial statements with annotated sections and investment quotes. Includes numerous worksheets, exercises, and guidance to help you get to the heart of your financial questions so that by the time you’ve finished reading you’ll walk away with a realistic financial game plan. 324 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 11 $14.95

5510171 DIRTY LITTLE SECRETS, 2ND EDITION: What the Credit Reporting Agencies Won’t Tell You. By Jason R. Rich. What the credit bureaus don’t tell you can cost you thousands. Whether you have credit problems or not, read and understand this guide to collecting the maximum Social Security benefits—benefits we have earned, are eligible to take, and must not pass up. 371 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 11 $14.95

5510171 DIRTY LITTLE SECRETS, 2ND EDITION: What the Credit Reporting Agencies Won’t Tell You. By Jason R. Rich. What the credit bureaus don’t tell you can cost you thousands. Whether you have credit problems or not, read and understand this guide to collecting the maximum Social Security benefits—benefits we have earned, are eligible to take, and must not pass up. 371 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 11 $14.95
Collectors’ Advice & Price Guides

4627377 WARWAM’S AMERICAN FURNITURE. Ed. by Ellen T. Schroy. Features more than 200 photographs for everything from beds and desks to sofas and tables from the 1690s to today. Includes tips on what to look for when collecting, 16 pages of color photos, 352 pages. Krause. 8¼x11". Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

5771137 AFRIICAN-AMERICANA. By Barbara E. Mauny. This gorgeous photo essay and extensively researched historical piece includes a sampling of black memorabilia, encompassing everything from “Little Black Sambo” and “ Aunt Jemima” to photography, figurines and dolls, ashes,ware, perfume bottles, and kitchen collectibles. Includes values. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11". Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99 $3.95

3683982 KOVELS’ AMERICAN COLLECTIBLES, 1900-2000. By Ralph & Terry Kovel. A guide to collecting and appreciating the ingenious, the beautifully designed, and the everyday objects from furniture and pottery to toys and kitchenware found in American homes in the 20th century. Well illus. in color. 472 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $4.95

7772880 THE WATCH & CLOCK MAKERS’ HANDBOOK, DICTIONARY, AND GUIDE. By J. Britton. Widely regarded as one of the most famous and useful encyclopedias on watch and clock making, this 1st edition was originally published in 1907. This is the final edition of Britton’s guide, featuring sets from 1861 through nearly 250,000, listed. Illus. 696 pages. Krause. 8¼x10¼". Paperbound. Pub. at $31.99 $5.95

4299868 PACASCOULA DECORS. By Joe Bosco. The small town of Pacasoula, Mississippi, was a center of duck-decoy manufacturing from 1920 to 1971. Here, an area native and avid duck decoy collector draws on a wealth of research to describe the making, manufacturing from 1920 to 1971. Among the countless flea markets in America, there are those in the know look for—how to spot that one in the know look for—how to spot that

3651891 ANTIQUE TRADER BOOK COLLECTOR’S PRICE GUIDE, SECOND EDITION. By Richard Russell. Features current values for over 5,000 books, as well as charts showing how to identify first editions, a chapter on children’s books, small books, early American, mysteries, poetry, vintage fiction, and more. Illus. in color. 448 pages. Krause. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

367956X THE OFFICIAL PRICE GUIDE TO DISNEY COLLECTIBLES, SECOND EDITION. By Tommy W. Manz, Jr. and Anthony J. Manz. This guide is all the Disney collectibles—from A Bug’s Life to Zoro. From the earliest and rarest Mickey Mouse collectibles to treasures from Cars and other recent favorites, all the categories are included, with over 28,000 values listed. 10,000+ color photos. 1034 pages. House of Collectibles. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $4.95

5759433 WUNDERKAMMER. By T. Williams & B. Tsien. Inspired by the idea of the cabinet of curiosities, which were in vogue in the Renaissance as repositories for all kinds of curious objects, this quirky book is a collection of collections, featuring a vast array of collected objects, some encased in containers and some with spaces or even rooms of their own. Fully illus. 246 pages. Yale. 8½x11½". Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 $12.95

4602706 BARBIE ALL DOLLED UP: Celebrating 50 Years of Barbie. By Jennie D’Amato. This celebration of all things Barbie for style-lovers includes soft drinks of fashions, friends, accessories, and retrievable ephemera. Witness the arrival of this “Teenage Fashion Model,” relive the groovy mod era, and imagine the sunny Malibu years, the new millennium, and more. SHOPWORN. Fully illus. in color. 127 pages. Running Press. 10x9¼". Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95

3619524 THE BEST FLEA, ANTIQUE, VINTAGE, AND NEST-STORE MARKETS IN AMERICA. By Pamela Keech. Among the countless flea markets in America, there are those in the know look for—how to spot that those in the know look for—how to spot that

3623823 THE SPARKLING STORY OF COCA-COLA. By Gyvel Y. & Michael K. Witzel. Neither a straight textual history nor a price guide, this is a compendium of America’s favorite soft drink, containing entertaining account of the product that helped define the term “Pop Culture.” Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Crestline. 9x12". Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $5.95

1879301 500 ANTIQUE TRADER MANAGEMENT & THE MARKETPLACE. By Noah Fleisher. Whether you fancy the traditional or the latest trend, you’ll find it here from ceramics to glass, furniture and jewelry, toys and paraphernalia, accompanied by descriptive history and detailed price ranges. 500 pages of color photos. CICO Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $75.00 $19.95

586917X 365 SURFBOARDS: The Coolest, Rarest, Most Innovative Boards from Around the World. By Ben Marcus. Board by board, era by era, Marcus profiles the most important, groundbreaking, and outlandish boards ever to hit the surf. Packed with line-ups, photographs, and interviews, its pages display a vast and varied pictorial guide to a new era of Belemansea. Discover John Lennon’s lost Gibson guitar now worth millions; the most expensive vinyl record in the world; a sculpted bust featured on the album “Hey Jude” and so much more. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Krause. 8¼x10¼". Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

5818311 WARWAM’S ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES, 2016, 49TH EDITION. By Noah Fleisher. Fleisher draws from leading experts across the land to provide insider tips on pricing and evaluating items, along with helpful buying and selling advice. Fully illus. in color. 792 pages. Krause. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $4.95

5874690 WARWAM’S ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES 2015, 48TH EDITION. By Noah Fleisher. Whether you fancy the traditional or the latest trend, you’ll find it here from ceramics to glass, furniture and jewelry, toys and paraphernalia, accompanied by descriptive history and detailed price ranges. 500 pages of color photos. CICO Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $4.95

5793947 FLEA MARKET SECRETS. By Geraldine James. An expert shares her insider knowledge, beginning with her Ten Golden Rules, then moving on to tips on where to look for china and glass, kitchenalia, objet d’art, textiles and rugs, and gardens, each explaining what to buy, what to ignore, how to clean and repair items yourself, and when to call in a restoration expert. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

4611209 ANTIQUE TRADER BOTTLES, 8TH EDITION: Identification & Price Guide. By Miller & Hill. Features over 50,000 listings and 1,300 color photographs of 40 distinct bottle collecting categories from the 19th and 20th centuries. Includes detailed descriptions, common market values, and key identifying characteristics. 552 pages. Krause. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

5859247 STANDARD CATALOG OF WORLD MONEY, 21ST EDITION. Ed. by George S. Cuhaj. Provides the most comprehensive and complete reference to world currency ever published since 1961. Features 21,250 variety listings of world bank notes; bank note values in two popularly available conditions; and country signature charts for specific and accurate variety identification. Fully illus. 1167 pages. Krause. 8¼x10¼". Paperbound. Pub. at $75.00 $16.95

5739952 MILLER’S COLLECTIBLES HANDBOOK & PRICE GUIDE 2016-2017. By J. Miller & M. Hill. Features more than 4,000 collectible objects in full color, each with a detailed description and current price range, and also offers what those in the know look for—how to spot that

2734095 MILLER’S COLLECTIBLES HANDBOOK & PRICE GUIDE, 2014-2015. By J. Miller & M. Hill. This is the most in-depth and up to date guide to the collectibles market, with over 4,000 collectibles photographed in full color, each with a detailed description and current price range. 432 pages. Miller’s. 7¼x9¼". Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

4616887 ANTIQUE MINING COTTAGE & MINERAL COLLECTIBLES, 2ND EDITION. By D.W. Pearson & B. Bonomaro. Provides the public, collectors and dealers with a readily available source on mining collectibles. Its pages display a vast and varied pictorial guide to a new era of Belemansea. Discover John Lennon’s lost Gibson guitar now worth millions; the most expensive vinyl record in the world; a sculpted bust featured on the album “Hey Jude” and so much more. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Krause. 8¼x10¼". Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95


6532663 VINTAGE TRAILER STYLE: Buying, Restoring, Decorating and Styling the Small Spaces of Your Dreams. By Lisa Collins. Takes us through the world of retro trailers, exploring both the exterior and interior design of these classic icons. Celebrating the huge resurgence of interest in these vintage trailers, this book will provide the finest reference to antiques and collectibles on the market today. 798 pages. Krause. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $16.95

3628353 TREASURES OF VACHERON CONSTANTIN: A Legacy of Watchmaking Since 1755. By Vacheron Constantin. This sumptuous volume brings to life the rich past and the landmark creations of one of the great watchmakers. It traces the history and key milestones in the company’s history, from its founding during the Age of Enlightenment to the company’s subsequent international recognition. Fully illus. in color. 212 pages. Yale. 8¼x11¼". Paperbound. Pub. at $60.00 $19.95
**7765799** THE COMPLETE BOOK OF U.S. MILITARY POCKET KNIVES: From 1860 to the Present. By Michael A. Morgan. Offers a color celebration of the pocket knives of the United States military, and features both U.S. and foreign-made pockets for every pocket. Includes one-volume, full-color photographs showing hundreds of different issue pocket knives—single blade, multi-blade, and multi-tool—including many that have never been shown before. 216 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $39.95 $27.95


**6428549** BROWNING MACHINE GUN SHOP MANUAL. By Christopher McNab. Originally published during WWII for the U.S. Ordnance Department, this in-depth publication was intended for U.S. Army 5th Echelon repair facilities. The original manuals have been painstakingly scanned, digitally cleaned and reformatted and are presented here. Fully illus. 298 pages. Moose Lake Publishing. 8x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.99 $24.99

**5711096** DEADLY BEAUTIES: Rare German Handguns, Volume 1: 1871-1914. By H. Hampke & J. Varett. This comprehensive work is a visual and historical reference exploring the craftsmanship and technical progress of German pistol development from 1871 to 1914. Portrayed in stunning photography and historical context and documentation, this book provides a comprehensive look at the production methods and companies. Fully illus. in color. 432 pages. Schiffer. 12x9½. Pub. at $79.99 $67.95

**5782391** THE MUZZLE-LOADING CAP LOCK RIFLE. By Neill R. Roberts. Details every feature of these classic firearms, from accessories and ammunition to noted makers and old-time tools, and includes descriptions and recreations of traditional shooting matches. Fully illus. 308 pages. Stackpole. 8x11½. Pub. at $34.95 $23.95

**5541727** GUN DIGEST 2012, 66TH EDITION. Ed. by A. Daniel Hodge. Features in-depth articles about the world’s most fascinating guns, testfire reports on the latest models, insights about fine collectibles, roundups of what’s new from leading manufacturers, and much more. Illus. many color. 562 pages. Gun Digest Books. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $52.99 $12.95

**5763859** THE SHOOTER’S GUN COLLECTOR’S GUIDE TO THE GUNS, THEIR HISTORY AND VALUES. By George Prescott. Famous in the 19th century, the English revolver industry began a steady decline after WWII from which many of these products are lost to obscurity. This work rectifies that situation, describing, displaying, and valuing exquisite firearms from manufacturers such as Webley and Adams. Illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Pub. at $45.00 $31.95

**5711125** THE MODEL 1891 CARCANO RIFLE: A Detailed Developmental & Production History. By Alberto Simonelli et al. The complete history of the Italian Model 1891 Carcano rifle and variants, that served as Italy’s standard service rifle in WWI and WWII. Includes detailed information on planning a workshop, step-by-step photographs illustrate disassembly and reassembly, and also provides extensive appendices. Fully illus., most in color. 320 pages. Schiffer. 9x11. Pub. at $32.95 $21.95

**5765233** GUNSMITHING WITH SIMPLE HAND TOOLS. By Andrew Dubino. Includes detailed photographs of planning, shaping, acquiring the basic tools, and a reference for anyone interested in repairing and improving firearms. Covered in this guide are topics such as scoring, filing, small parts, and how to blue and polish a gun for a finished look. Illus. 205 pages. Stackpole. 8x11. Pub. at $39.95 $24.99

**5732468** 365 GUNS YOU MUST SHOOT. By T.J. Mullin. From the pocket-sized Derringer pen gun to its larger classic American cousin—the Thompson Center—this book covers the details of every major component of the weapon, and addresses the development of each variant in detail, and also provides extensive appendices. Fully illus., most in color. 320 pages. Schiffer. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $31.95 $19.95

**5445524** AMERICA’S PREMIER GUNMAKERS, COLLECTOR’S EDITION. By K.D. Kirkland. The greatest gunsmiths of American weaponry are covered in this beautifully produced publication. From Jonathan Browning and Samuel Colt to Oliver Winchester and Eliphat Remington, Kirkland takes us through the making of the high-quality, factory-issued, beautifully crafted guns and explores the stories behind these guns. 598 pages. Skyhorse. 8x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

**5875927** AN ENCyclopedia OF GERMAN TRADEMARKS AND TRADEMARKS, 1900-1945. By W. Darin Weaver. This comprehensive and easy-to-use reference covers the prominent brands and trade marks on German small arms, optics, and edged weapons between 1900-1945 and is aimed at the WWII German military, cutlery, and small arms collector. Fully illus. 264 pages. Schiffer. $51.95

**572919X** AMERICAN RIFLE: A Biography. By John H. Billington. A unique and fascinating life history of the American rifle. It will fascinate anyone with an interest in firearms—whether a student of Americana, a gun enthusiast, a collector, or just an inquisitive reader. 500 pages. Delta. Pub. at $44.95 $38.95

**6610952** THE SHOOTER’S GUIDE TO SHOTGUNS: A Comprehensive Reference for Modern Shotgun Owners. By Robert A. Sadowski. Here is everything you need to know to buy, sell, and collect shotguns. Complete with specs and price gradients based on the condition and era, this guide makes collecting and selling your firearms easier than ever. Illus., some color. 256 pages. Skyhorse. 8x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

**6610704** GUN TRADER’S GUIDE TO SHOTGUNS: A Comprehensive Reference for Modern Shotguns with Current Market Values. Ed. by Robert A. Sadowski. Here is everything you need to know to buy, sell, and collect shotguns. Complete with specs and price gradients based on the condition and era, this guide makes collecting and selling your firearms easier than ever. Illus., some color. 256 pages. Skyhorse. 8x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

**6610698** GUN TRADER’S GUIDE, THIRTY-SIXTH EDITION. Ed. by Robert A. Sadowski. Presents a comprehensive, fully illustrated guide to modern collectible firearms with current market values. Contains up-to-date handgun and rifle ballistic tables along with extensive charts of currently available bullets and projectiles for handloading, as well as a new products section. 598 pages. Skyhorse. 8x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

**5773547** GUN TRADER’S GUIDE, THIRTY-SEVENTH EDITION. Ed. by Robert A. Sadowski. The definitive source for making informed firearms purchases and sales. Profiles of collectible firearms and shotguns and hand guns are accompanied by detailed specifications and updated pricing, plus advice on grading firearms, tips on buying and trading firearms. Fully illus. 600 pages. Skyhorse. 8x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

**4823665** GUN DIGEST BOOK OF MODERN GUN VALUES, 18TH EDITION. By Richard N. Simmons & W.B. Johnston. The Shooter’s Guide to Guns 1900 to Present. The ultimate tool for anyone wanting to know the value of a modern firearm. This book lists more than 25,000 prices for the firearms models listed and includes thousands of detailed photos for quick and easy identification and in-depth descriptions for every firearm. 711 pages. Gun Digest Books. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $35.99 $21.95
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CITY: The Unforgettable Story of the Dog Who Went to War and Became a True Hero. By Damien Lewis. Whether she was dragging men to safety from the wreckage of a torpedoed ship or scavenging for food to feed the starving inmates of a Japanese POW camp, Judy was adored by the Allied servicemen who fought alongside her. Her incredible story, along with those of Frank Williams’ other friends, is brought to life here.

HALF THE FUN:NINE WOMEN, NINE ANIMALS. By Lyndy Lassen. For all of us who have had email correspondences with nine wonderful women and their animals, this book is a must-read. 226 pages. Sourcebooks. Pub. at $14.99

THE DOGS OF 9/11: Stories of Resilience and Survival. By Francesca Cancio. What happens when a dog has to survive on his own in a world that has been turned upside down? This is the tale of several dogs and their owners who faced the challenge of the terrorist attacks.

HAATCHI & LITTLE B: The Inspiring True Story of Two Dogs Who Overcame Adversity to Find Their Forever Home. By Stefany Shaheen with M. Capo. A heartwarming true story of two dogs who overcame adversity to find their forever home.

ISLAND: A Heartwarming True Story of One Man and His Cats. By Denis Keeney. Experience a day in the life of a dog or cat, or a chicken, or a miniature poodle named pigg, as viewed through the eyes of an international roster of four-legged, or feathered photographers. Behind the scenes, the working methods of animal image makers including Villa the goat, Scrappy the retired police dog, and Ollie the chicken. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Princeton Architectural. Pub. at $14.95

PETCAM: The World Through the Lens of Our Four-Legged Friends. By Brian Hoey. Experience a day in the life of a dog or cat, or a chicken, or a miniature poodle named pigg, as viewed through the eyes of an international roster of four-legged, or feathered photographers. Behind the scenes, the working methods of animal image makers including Villa the goat, Scrappy the retired police dog, and Ollie the chicken. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Princeton Architectural. Pub. at $14.95


THE LOST 10 YEARS. By Will Steinberg. The story of a dog named Mira who was lost for 10 years, and how her owners never gave up hope of finding her.


PET STORIES AND HUMOR. 242 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $22.99


PET STORIES AND HUMOR. 242 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $22.99


THE TRULY TRAGEDY OF THE MASTIFF MOYNA: A True Story About a Dog Who Was Lost and Found Again. By Jennifer McCartney. A heartwarming true story of a dog who was lost and found again.

STRAY DOGS. By John Grogan. This heartwarming true story of a dog who found his forever home.


TRIBAL TAILS. By Jennifer McCartney. A heartwarming true story of a dog who found his forever home.

THE UNSTOPPABLE ДOG. By Jennifer McCartney. A heartwarming true story of a dog who found his forever home.

THE LOST 10 YEARS: What Happened to the Dogs of 9/11. By Thomas Steinberg. The story of a dog named Mira who was lost for 10 years, and how her owners never gave up hope of finding her.

THE LOST 10 YEARS. By Will Steinberg. The story of a dog named Mira who was lost for 10 years, and how her owners never gave up hope of finding her.

THE LOST 10 YEARS. By Will Steinberg. The story of a dog named Mira who was lost for 10 years, and how her owners never gave up hope of finding her.

THE LOST 10 YEARS. By Will Steinberg. The story of a dog named Mira who was lost for 10 years, and how her owners never gave up hope of finding her.

THE LOST 10 YEARS. By Will Steinberg. The story of a dog named Mira who was lost for 10 years, and how her owners never gave up hope of finding her.
OTHER REFERENCE TITLES

★5817293 2017 Llewellyn’s WOOLDAWN FAERIES CALENDAR. Spend a year exploring the faeries, drawing inspiration and wisdom from their magic. Vividly illustrated by renowned fantasy artist Linda Ravenscroft, this gorgeous faerie calendar captures the whimsy and grace of alluring nymphs, charming pixies, and rapturous sprites. Llewellyn. 12x12. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99. $9.95

★5823932 2017 PUG CALENDAR. Enjoy this adorable 2017 Pug calendar featuring photographs of pure pug breeds each month with a description of each breeds characteristics. Ponn. 11¼x11¼. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $10.99. $8.95

★5706733 2017 SCENIC LAYOUTS CALENDAR. Mark the events of 2017 with this photo collection of model railroad staging. This 12-month calendar also includes a how-to feature on constructing Model Railroader’s Red Oak layout. Kalmbach. 13x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

★5829372 2017 LANDSCAPES OF IRELAND CALENDAR. Each month of this 2017 calendar features beautifully photographed landscapes of Ireland. Ponn. 11¼x11¼. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $10.99. $8.95

★5797055 2017 IMPRESSIONISM: Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. This 16-month engagement calendar offers a diverse collection of the mastery. color and light from one of the world’s premier museums. Each month features a color photo. Universe. 6½x9. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.99. $9.95

★575304X 2017 CIRCUS SIDESHOWS CALENDAR. This calendar explores the strange world of circus sideshows. Beautiful illustrations include the human cannonball, the bearded lady, and bright and bold posters advertising the circus. The color. 11¼x11¼. Paperbound. Import. $6.95

★5745853 2017 STAR TREK 16-MONTH WEEKLY CALENDAR. Mark the events of 2017 with this comic series. Featuring color photos from the original Star Trek series, this spiralbound desk-style calendar will help you organize the coming year! Universe. 6½x9. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

★5753112 2017 SUGAR SKILLS CALENDAR. This colorful collection of twelve illustrations showcases a stunning array of sugar skills, a traditional part of the Mexican celebration Day of the Dead. Flame Tree. 11¾x11¾. Paperbound Import. $6.95

★5880580 POCKET GUIDE TO KNOTS. By Lindsye Philpott. A handy reference for outdoor enthusiasts, and for anyone with an interest in knots and rope work. Includes an introductory section that outlines the basics of selecting, tying, and using knots for more than 100 knots. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. New Holland. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

★5878446 2017 FORD MUSTANG 16-MONTH CALENDAR. Mark the events of 2017 with this outsize wall calendar that pays tribute to the pony car with a collection of 16 stunning posters of the classic model. It will shine from the vintage classics to today’s all-new models. Calendar runs September 2016 to December 2017. Rock Point. 16x12½. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $9.95

★5748971 2017 ANIMALS’ NATURAL 200 CALENDAR. Provides a stunning visual experience with your favorite animals in their habitats, including giant pandas, koalas, pandas, Asian elephants, and western lowland gorillas. Also included are interesting facts about the animals. Black Dog & Leventhal. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99. $9.95

★5747120 COWBOY SKILLS: Roping, Riding, Hunting, and More. Ed. by Stephen Brennan. Replica outdoor living by trying a hand at rounding up cattle, breaking horses to saddle, and living off the land. Learn key skills like handling a stamperdope, using the proper technique to tie a good knot, and other proper ways to use lasso and lariat; classic songs and lingo, and more. Well illus. in color. 221 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $17.99. $12.95

★5801121 THE LITTLE BOOK OF INCREDIBLY USEFUL KNOTS: 100 Practical Knots for Sailors, Climbers, Campers & Other Adventurers. By G. Budworth & J. Dalton. This invaluable manual explains through clear diagrams and step by step instructions how to tie more than hundred practical knots, grouped by construction and tying method. Types of knots detailed include: Wagoner’s Hitch, Englishman’s Loop, Shellfish Knot, and many more. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $14.99. $9.95

★5817056 2017 ALCHEMY 1977 GOTHIC—THE MIDNIGHT ROSE CALENDAR. A sixteen month calendar of this distinct brand of Gothic art that will draw you into the shadowy twilight realms of The Midnight Rose. Fully illus. in color. 11¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99. $9.95

★5750382 2017 MINDFULNESS & CALM CALENDAR. These twelve beautiful and intricate line drawings will give you hours of coloring relaxation and calm along with your twelve month calendar for 2017. Flame Tree. 11¼x11¼. Paperbound Import. $9.95

★5749407 DO YOU TALK FUNNY? 7 Crabby Habits to Become a Better (and Friendlier) Public Speaker. By David Nihill. Learn how the key principles of stand-up comedy can be applied to your speaking engagements to make you more interesting. Whether preparing for a business presentation, giving a wedding toast, defending your thesis, raising money from investors, or giving your speeches, these principles will serve you well. Just want to take on something new? This book will keep you stage-ready. 173 pages. BenBella. Paperbound. $9.95

★5832179 2017 CATS IN SWEATERS 16-MONTH CALENDAR. Fill your year with 13 lovely felines snuggled up in their favorite knits. Each month includes a short bio for the pictured cat, so you can really get to know each and every one! Fully illus. in color. Rock Point. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

★5786347 2017 AIRSTORM 16-MONTH CALENDAR. Vintage photographs highlight America’s best and bravest airplanes. This beautiful calendar features a handsome 16-month calendar. Showcases Airstorm trailers from across the company’s 80-plus years highlighting their history of innovation, evolution, and adventure, and memories that last a lifetime. Motorbooks. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95


★5805950 2017 PREPPERS’ GUIDE TO KNOTS: The 100 Most Useful Tyings for Surviving Any Disaster. Ed. by Jim Finazio. When catastrophe strikes and modern technologies fail, rowork skills will become an essential tool for survival as they were for centuries past. The variety of knots taught in this guide are guaranteed to hold against even the toughest forces, ensuring that an emergency doesn’t turn into a disaster. Fully illus. 152 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95

★5704952 2017 PEANUTS CALENDAR. Mark the events of 2017 with the cast of the Peanuts cartoon strip. Snoopy, Charlie, Lucy the gang adorn this brightly colored 12-month, full size wall calendar. Andrews McMeel. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

★5861381 MAP STORIES: The Art of Discovery. By Francesca Matteoli. Discover some of the world’s most magical places and how they revealed themselves, from the lost trails of the first colonies of the American West to Armundsen’s exploration of the South Pole, and even an island of the English Channel called Angkor Wat. This surprising volume will let the curious mind explore how the world we know today was made, and un-made. Well illus. in color. 173 pages. Octopus. 10x13½. Import. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95
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Other Reference Titles

- **5827558** 2017 DOCTOR WHO DIARY. Ed. by Margaret Trudgson. Plan your day of this week with this official diary of the beloved time-traveling series, filled cover to cover with screenshoots, artwork and Doctor highlights from all 100+ episodes. Mailion. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.99. $14.95.


- **57565X** 2017 JOHANNA BASFORD COLORING CALENDAR. Color yourself creative and calm in 2017. Each unbound page features an intricate design to color, and the lovely keepsake box displays the calendar for your current day’s page in its open lid and provides the perfect place to store your masterpieces once they’re colored, as well as a handy hideaway for pages you want to save. Andrews McMeel. Shelfbound. Pub. at $16.99. $14.95.

- **5753023** 2017 THE ART OF BIG O CALENDAR. This 12-month calendar features artists who had truly amazing vision, and all were gifted and solitary, unique and elusive. Flame Tree. 11½x11¼. Paperbound import. $6.95.

- **572324** 2017 PITCH SKULLS CALENDAR. By Thaneeya McArdle. Get out the markers or colored pencils, tear off yesterday’s page, and color your way to relaxation. Each page of this calendar presents a photograph of a fully detailed, dramatic image to color, including mandalas, sugar skulls, flowers, animals, and more. Andrews McMeel. 6½x¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95.


- **5753074** 2017 MICHAEL KINKADE 2017 HF CAL. Features twelve bold and stirring paintings by Michael Fishel which were created to be enjoyed by everyone young or old. Informative text explores each artwork in depth. Flame Tree. 11½x11¼. Paperbound import. $6.95.


- **3660592** THE MAPMAKERS’ WORLD: A Cultural History of the European World Map. By Marjo T. Nurminen. This volume dives deep into the exciting history of the European world map and the very creation of our own worldview at the heart of which was first depicted in maps. In doing so it opens up a fascinating narrative of discovery and cartography, relating not only to geography, trade, ideology and power, but also the histories of science. Fully illus., in color. 347 pages. Pool of London. 9½x13½. Import. Pub. at $75.00. $49.95.

- **5632187** 2017 DAY OF THE DEAD MOWING MUERTOS CALENDAR. The beloved sugar skull tradition comes together with your favorite felline friends to create a gorgeous and adorable 2017 calendar. A wide range of artists contribute vibrant images of mowing muertos, sure to keep you captivated all year long. Rock Point. Pub. at $12.99. $11.95.

- **5845143** THE PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEER’S HANDBOOK: A Personal Field Guide to Making the Most of Your Peace Corps Experience. By Travis Hestrom. Learn from the experiences of outstanding former volunteers, while cataloging your own experiences with the Peace Corps, and making the most of your time while catalyzing your own experiences with the Peace Corps. Workman. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $11.95.

- **5767416** 2017 THOMAS KINKADE: Paintbrush Strokes Fine Art Print. Collectors will cherish the remarkable fine art print of “The Garden of Prayer,” included in this package—one of the artist’s most popular images. Also included is a 16-month wall calendar, with each full-color spread of the calendar featuring the classic art of Thomas Kinkade. Andrews McMeel. 12¼x12¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99. $26.95.

- **5753155** 2017 STRESS LESS COLORING CALENDAR. Color your world, and enjoy it all month long. Each month of the calendar features an intricate illustration that invites you to express yourself, trusting your own unique vision and designs. Coloring these patterns, blooms, mosaics, flowers, and nature motifs—helps calm your mind in a creative, relaxing way. Then enjoy your wall decor all month long! Adams Media. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95.

- **575075X** 2016 ASTROMONY CALENDAR. Ed. by Terence Dickinson. Make the remainder of 2016 out of this world with this wall-size calendar featuring dazzling photos of the universe, including celestial spacescapes. Includes a wealth of astronomical knowledge. Firefly. 14x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $9.95.

- **5767474** 2017 LOST OCEAN: An Inky Adventure and Coloring Calendar. By Johanna Basford. Take part in the wildly popular coloring craze every month of the year with this intricately illustrated wall calendar. Drawing from Basford’s magical volume Enchanted Forest, the 13 illustrations featured here will captivate for hours, whether you’re coloring them in or simply admiring their beauty. Andrews McMeel. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95.

- **5731706** MAPS THAT CHANGED THE WORLD. Ed. by John O.E. Clark. Presents a beautifully illustrated history of cartography, including maps that have been recorded, defined, and changed the world. From maps of the New World to battle maps of brilliant military campaigns, to maps that stretched reality in the 21st century, here are maps that are changing the world. Flame Tree. 11¾x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95.


- **5852866** MAPS OF PARADISE. By Alejandro Scalf. Chews the dense ways in which schemes and maps changed the world. From the 18th to the 21st century rose to the challenge of identifying the location of paradise on a map, despite the certain knowledge that it was beyond human reach. 100+ color illus. 176 pages. British Library. 8¾x10½. Import. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95.

- **461237X** HOW THINGS WORK: Tools and Machines Getting the Mechanic Behind the World Us. Ed. by Alberto Hernandez. More than 100 things are dissectioned so that one can examine the inner workings of things as diverse as a 3-D printer or a television. The book is organized categorically into ten chapters, covering topics like the energy, the idea, the story, the technology, the tools, the communication, and the cities. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Chartwell. 8¾x11. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95.


- **5750306** 2017 DAY OF THE DEAD CALENDAR. Flame Tree. 11½x11¼. Paperbound Import. $6.95.

SPORTS & LEISURE

3671704 COMPLETE BIKE MAINTENANCE: For Road, Mountain & Commuter Bicycles. This guide will give riders the confidence and knowledge required to tackle regular maintenance, repairs, and even a major overhaul. Covers mountain, city, BMX, and kids’ bikes. Every task is rated by difficulty and time required, and includes handy tips and shortcuts from the experts. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. MWP 8/4x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $7.95.

402727X 1001 BICYCLES TO DREAM OF RIDING. Ed. by W. Grover Beebe. Take a ride through this comprehensive chronological guide to the most important bicycles ever created. Marvel at full-color photos, carefully compiled technical specifications, and authoritative text written by a panel of cycling experts. 960 pages. Overlook. Paperback. $34.95.


5852412 MOUNTAINEERING. By Alun Richardson. A comprehensive guide for any who aspire to climb the world’s mountains. Perfect for the complete beginner or the seasoned mountaineer. Fully illus. in color. 362 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95.

5819733 THE BALTIMORE ELITE GIANTS: Sport and Society in Baseball’s Greatest Decade. By Stuart Freedman. A unique collection of quotes, stories, and historic anecdotes as told through the poignantly illustrated history of the Baltimore Elite Giants, one of the most successful African American teams of the 1950s. Images capture the grit and determination that pulled these trailblazers through the brutal first years, through two World Wars, and into a loving and appreciative present. Photos. 256 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00 $17.99.

5771862 UNCLE JOHN’S BATHROOM READER SHOOTS AND SCORES. Tighten your laces and grab your stick for an assembly of tales and trivia about the Greatest Game on Earth. From the most successful teams to the greatest players, this collection features everything you need to know about the NFL’s storied history. Fully illus. in color. 300 pages. Citadel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95.


189580X MAINTAINING MOUNTAIN BIKES. REVISED: The Do-It-Yourself Guide. By Mel Allwood. Written by a leading mountain bike expert, this is your essential guide to getting the most out of and maintaining your mountain bike. Covers essential roadside repairs, maintenance procedures, accessories, safety tips, and much more. Color photos. 256 pages. Firefly. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $4.95.

$4436229 BOXER’S BIBLE OF COUNTERPUNCHING: The Killer Response to Any Attack. By Mark Hatmaker. Hatmaker’s approach gives you all the tools you need to build a powerful defensive base for boxing—every defense for every punch from every angle. Build on that defensive base and elevate your punching triggers, logical counterpunching sequences that take you from the beginner’s realm of just being a puncher to being a crafty counterboxer. Photos. 168 pages. Trees. Paperback. Pub. at $17.25 $9.95.

$5849556 THE LAST HEADBANGERS. By Kevin Cook. Tells the inside story of the most colorful decade in NFL history—pro football’s raging, hormonal, hairy, drugy, and immortal anything goes era that propelled the league from the basement to the top. Covers essential roadside repairs, maintenance procedures, accessories, safety tips, and much more. Color photos. 256 pages. Firefly. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $4.95.


4595645 INDIANAPOLIS COLTS: The Complete Illustrated History. By Lew Freedman. From Johnny Unitas to Peyton Manning and Andrew Luck, this complete and lavishly illustrated history is the ultimate tribute to an iconic NFL franchise. Freedman highlights the team’s past and presents it with fascinating anecdotes, player profiles, and in-depth analysis. 224 pages. MWP 9½x11¼. Import. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95.


580681X BIGGER THAN THE GAME: Restitching a Major League Life. By Dirk Hayhurst. After nearly a decade in the minors, Dirk Hayhurst defied the odds to claim a starting job for the Toronto blue Jays. Then fate delivered a crushing hit. From there things got worse, weirder, and funnier. This honest, insightful, hilarious and moving memoir is an indisputable baseball classic. 305 pages. Citadel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95.

40502329 STARWARS: A Guide to Professional and Top College Basketball. By Lew Freedman. Provides a guide to the stadiums used by the NFL and NHL, and the official scores of more than 100 stadiums that used to see football in total over 100 locations. Fully illus. in color. 376 pages. Hardcover. Pub. at $34.95 $9.95.
Sports & Leisure

★ 5808901 POWDER: The Greatest Ski Runs on the Planet. By Patrick Thorne. Comprehensive and stylish tribute to the planet’s greatest ski runs, from McConkey's in the U.S. to Bellacote in France and Mizuno no Sawa in Japan. Thorne's engaging narrative illuminates the majestic environs and the intrepid skiers that make these places legendary skiing destinations. Over 250 color photos. 224 pages. Quarterc. 10¼x11¼. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

5753422 THE COMPLETE LONG DISTANCE RUNNER’S MANUAL. By S. Fishpool & S. Keogh. Presents six graded training schemes that take runners from a basic level all the way to marathon-level competition. Includes detailed charts that will help you gauge your weekly progress at the refresher level, intermediate level, and marathon level. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Barron’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95.


★ 5842616 THE SECRET SOCCERBALLER: Access All Areas. A no-holds-barred tour of Europe’s Premier League soccer clubs reported off the pitch to play in each ground and exposing the one that all players really hate to go to. Get an entertaining glimpse into the world’s most off-limits to the fans. 336 pages. Faber & Faber. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $12.95.

5762950 THE METS: A 50th Anniversary Celebration. By A. Martino & A. McCarron. In honor of the upcoming 50th anniversary of the amazing New York Mets, the New York Daily News has created the definitive commemorative tome for fans. In 1962, the Mets were a joke. Today, they’re a joke to the Mets. In 1962, they took the field only to lose the exodus of the New York Giants and Brooklyn Dodgers. They eventually won two World Series titles. Well illus., some color. 320 pages. Stewart, Tabori & Chang. 9x10½. Pub. at $40.00 $26.95

★ 5730724 THE SUPER BOWL: The First Fifty Years of America’s Greatest Game. By David Fischer. The story of football’s greatest coming home alive in Super Bowl XXVI. The volume, tracing the Super Bowl’s evolution from a game that didn’t sell out in 1967 to a worldwide sporting event, includes sections on the greatest games, individual performances, and game-changing plays, plus plenty of unique and interesting sidebar. Well illus. many color. 183 pages. Sports Publishing. 11x1½. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

3605795 DUNNE JETER #2: Thanks for the Memories. By David P. Dunne. Featuring the Captain’s’ career in a fully illustrated, scrapbook-style tribute. Fischer traces Derek Jeter’s legendary baseball career, from his minor-league struggles through his exhilarating days as a Yankees superstar, to his status as an enduring symbol of the steroid-free athlete. 134 pages. Illus. $14.95

★ 4611454 THE SELLING OF THE BABE: The Deal That Changed Baseball and Created a Legend. By Glenn Stout. The sale of Babe Ruth by the Boston Red Sox to the New York Yankees in 1920 is baseball history, changing the fortunes of two of baseball’s most storied franchises and helping to create the legend of the greatest player the game has ever known. Photos. 294 pages. Thomas Dunne Books. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

3581470 FENWAY 1912: The Birth of a Ballpark, a Championship Season, and Fenway’s Remarkable First Year. By Glenn Stout. In celebration of the hundredth anniversary of Boston’s Fenway Park, Stout reveals the untold story of how Fenway Park came to be and its remarkable first season. Stout delivers an extraordinary late of innovation, ambition, and audacity: the Boston Red Sox will open Fenway in 1912 as never before. Photos. 392 pages. HMH. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95


5776791 FOOTBALL: Great Writing About the National Sport. Ed. by John Schulian. Celebrating the sport without shying away from its sometimes devastating personal and social costs, the forty-four pieces gathered here testify to football’s boundless capacity to generate outsized characters and memorable tales. 463 pages. Library of America. Pub. at $12.95 .

5737540 BIRD DREAM. By Matt Higgins. A heart-stopping narrative of risk and courage that tells the story of the remarkable men and women who pioneered the latest advances in aerial exploration, from skydiving to BASE jumping to wingsuit flying, and made history. Color photos. 280 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $27.95 $4.95

★ 3604543 CYCLOPEDIA: It’s All About the Bike. By William Fotheringham. If it’s on the bike, it’s in the book! Here you’ll find a comprehensive and authoritative reference to all aspects of road cycling and mountain biking. Explains the parts, designs, and brands, to its unique and fascinating history of development, use, and cultural impact. Illus. 433 pages. Chicago Review. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

★ 570362X THE ULTIMATE CYCLE OWNER’S MANUAL: The Universal Guide to Bikes, Riding, and Everything for Beginner and Seasoned Cyclists. By Eben Weiss. Explodes the client comments and makes the four parts of this exultant volume reveal the culture, inspiration and drive behind those living an adventurous life—sumptuous pages. 176 pages. Insight Editions. 9x11¾. Pub. at $40.00 $14.95

5805930 THE GIPPER: George Gipp, Knute Rockne, and the Dramatic Rise of Notre Dame Football. By Jack Cavanaugh. More than 80 years after his death. George Gipp is still regarded by football historians as Notre Dame’s best player ever. It was Gipp and the Notre Dame Fighting Irish’s response that putting Notre Dame on the map. This is the definitive examination of Gipp and his coach. 16 pages of photos. 294 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 PRICE CUT TO $9.95

5528574 SEASON OF ‘42: Joe D. Teddy Ballgame, and Baseball’s Fight to Survive a Turbulent First Year. By Jack Cavanaugh. A veteran sportswriter, Cavanaugh takes a look at this historic season, how it was shaped and affected by the war and ultimately, it meant to America during this time. 16 pages of photos. 296 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $31.94 $9.95

5849748 ULTIMATE WAROR: A Life Lived Forever. By Jon Robinson. The legacy of a pro wrestling legend is brought to life like never before in this thrilling and detail-packed volume. Photographs in and out of the ring join insider stories, exclusive interviews, and the rollicking yarn that is the career and greatest matches. 160 pages. Insight Editions. 9x1¼x2¼. Pub. at $39.99 $14.95

5629556 PLAY-BY-PLAY: Radio, Television, and Big-Time College Sport. By Mel Rosenblum. The troubled relationship between sports in higher education and the broadcasting industry. Taking readers behind the scenes and into the past, Smith covers the effects of TV revenue on college athletics (notably football) and explores the colossal achievement of meaningful reform. 304 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $52.00 $9.95

2742794 AMERICAN PASTIMES: The Very Best of Red Smith. Ed. by Daniel Okrent. Walter Wellesley “Red” Smith was the most widely read sportswriter of the last century and the first to win the Pulitzer Prize for commentary. Spanning nearly 50 years and gathering many hard to find pieces, this work includes indelible profiles of sports luminaries, hunting, fishing, hiking, and many other adventures in the woods. Use this advice to keep your family and friends safe while you enjoy your outdoor together. Illus. in color. 160 pages.Bloomsbury. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95


5849411 THE ART OF ADVENTURE: Outdoor Sports from Sea to Summit. Photos by Tandem Stills + Motion. Through firsthand accounts by explorers, breathtaking photography, and commentaries, this exhilarating volume reveals the culture, inspiration and drive behind those living an adventurous life—sumptuous pages. 176 pages. Insight Editions. 9x11½. Pub. at $40.00 $14.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/972
Martial Arts


584719 THE LOST SAMAURAI SCHOOL: Secrets of Muyoboshi Ryu. By Anthony Cummins with M. Kozueki. Collects and translates ancient documents that contain the instructions of founding master Hagiwara Juzo, revealing the enthralling martial art, secrets of mental visualization that they were taught, and how they were practiced by samurai in their daily lives. Fully illus. 366 pages. Blue Snake Books. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

5845034 WARRIOR WISDOM. By Kazumi Tabata. Presents a brief but comprehensive analysis of the most famous of martial strategy, Sun Tzu’s Art of War. Also includes an analysis of the lesser-known Tactics by Shokatsu Komei, plus an overview of warrior tactics employed by the author in his quest to become a Grandmaster of Karate. Illus. 256 pages. Blue Snake Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

587940 SUMO FOR MIXED MARTIAL ARTS: Winning Clinches, Takedowns, and Tactics. By Andrew Zerling. Demonstrates how the sumo can benefit mixed martial artists (MMA), as well as other grappling arts. Sumo uses distraction, angles, and leverage to keep an opponent’s balance and take him down. Throughout, the author will explain how to detect, then use his techniques effectively. Illus. 163 pages. YMAA. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

5844145 BEAST: Blood, Struggle, and Dreams at the Heart of Mixed Martial Arts. By Doug Merlino. Takes viewers into this otherworldly world where men test the ultimate limit of their physical conditioning. Stories of four high-level fighters in one of the sport’s elite gyms. Capturing every high and low, Merlino blends their stories with an examination of the philosophy behind these intense tests of will and meaning of professional cage fighting. 252 pages. Bloombury. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95


5852729 SECRETS OF THE NINJA. By Tatsuya Kim. Reveals how, for centuries, ninja had to maintain their secrecy, maintaining their ambiguity, and stealthily hide their craft from the world. Includes techniques such as the five methods of “Inpo”, “Kimononinija”, “Monomino-no-jutsu” and “Namono-ji”. Fully illus. 152 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


5789907 GAYSIA: Adventures in the Queer East. By Benjamin Law. A unique examination of the history, culture, business, and rich past of the complex and beautiful Gaysia as a whole. This book sets out to explore the most interesting Gaysia stories of four high-level fighters in one of the sport’s elite gyms. Capturing every high and low, Merlino blends their stories with an examination of the philosophy behind these intense tests of will and meaning of professional cage fighting. 252 pages. Bloombury. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

5868515 THE PYJAMA GAME: A Journey into Judo. By Mark Law. A sport of balletic beauty and extraordinary violence, this volume is a fascinating account of this enigmatic sport. Through a series of colorful encounters which are funny, alarming and mesmerizing, you’ll also experience the irresistible drama of tournaments. Fully illus. 320 pages. American Book Import. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

5794463 FIGHTER’S FACT BOOK: Principles and Drills to Make You A Better Fighter. By Loren W. Christopherson. Gatheres over 400 tips, drills, concepts, and exercises to give you the edge, no matter what style of martial art you practice. If you are feeling stuck or bored with your martial arts routine, Law’s no-nonsense style will get you up and training with a fire you have not felt in years. Illus. 294 pages. YMAA. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

5851170 UNKNOWN CAPOEIRA: Secret Techniques of the Original Brazilian Martial Art. By Ricardo Cachorro. Traces the deep roots of capoeira as a complete martial art, including its history, music and folklore. Each fighting move and technique is described in detail: its objective, instructions for practice, the main points of impact, and defense and counterattack strategies. Illus. 256 pages. Blue Snake Books. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95
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5789907 GAYSIA: Adventures in the Queer East. By Benjamin Law. A unique examination of the history, culture, business, and rich past of the complex and beautiful Gaysia as a whole. This book sets out to explore the most interesting Gaysia stories of four high-level fighters in one of the sport’s elite gyms. Capturing every high and low, Merlino blends their stories with an examination of the philosophy behind these intense tests of will and meaning of professional cage fighting. 252 pages. Bloombury. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

5864678 GHOST TOWNS: Lost Cities of the Old West. By Clint Thomsen. From Tombstone and Bodie to St. Elmo and Silver City, Thomsen delivers a compact but fascinating journey into America’s ghost towns. He describes the various types of ghosts that haunt these places, and outlines ongoing research and archaeological study into decaying towns and mining camps. Well illus. most in color. 64 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95


4663034 ISLAND DREAMS: Caribbean. By Joan Tappor. Color, vitality, seductive landscapes and dazzling blue seas: these are the essential ingredients of the graceful arc of islands distributed around the azure waters of the Caribbean Seas. A fair varying and beautifully captured and celebrated in Nik Wheeler’s breathtaking photos. 208 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $40.00 $4.95

5855471 BRAZIL. By Michael Palin, photos by B. Pas. Half a continent in size with a potent mix of races, religions and cultures, of unexplored wildernesses and bustling modern cities, Brazil is brimming with life and energy and irresistible to visitors. Merlino explores this vast and disparate nation in his innately way. Illus. in color. 320 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $35.00 $4.95

2705885 JAPAN: An Invitation. Text by Michael & Tatsuya Kim. Over 130 color photographs reveal the many facets of Japan, capturing its myriad hues and shapes. With thoughtfulness and a sharp eye, a rare and beautiful book about Japan’s history, language, culture, religion, and art. 80 pages. Tuttle. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $2.95

4647173 NOT SO FUNNY WHEN IT HAPPENED: The Best of Travel Humor. By T. Cahill. Includes the best humor for travelers, many of the best stories come from misadventures and the vast embarrassments that accompany life on the road. These tales share those moments when the best plans go haywire, but are leavened by the saving grace of a sense of humor. Illus. 207 pages. Travelers Tales. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

7564236 WEIRD LOUISIANA: Your Travel Guide to Louisiana’s Local Legends and Best Kept Secrets. By Roger Manley. Author Roger Manley, dogging through Asia’s ghettos and all things weird, drove down many a back road, chatting up locals in order to hear tales of strange stuff like ghosts, bottomless ponds, hulking killer bees, and abandoned insane asylums. He shares his findings here. Well illus., many color. 269 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

4647319 MORE PANTIES ARE THESE?: More Misadventures from Funny Women on the Road. Ed. by Pamela L. Lee. A collection of humorous tales from women who have gone to the ends of the earth only to hear the sniggering of the cosmos. These stories that weren’t so funny when they happened will prove once again that travel, like laughter, is the best medicine. 209 pages. Travelers’ Tales. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

4647289 THE THONG ALSO RISES: Further Misadventures from Funny Women on the Road! Ed. by Jennifer L. Lee. These funny women on the road just can’t stop laughing about the global misadventures that unfold in front of them. This volume brings you dozens of crazy Misadventures from Egypt to North Dakota and back home again. 224 pages. Travelers’ Tales. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95
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5792703. PARIS 1928. By Henry Miller. Collect. Weiser & J. E. Lewis. Hans on Henry Miller in Nexus, the third volume of The Rosy Crucifixion trilogy. An account of his first trip to Paris in 1928 and his travels around Europe on the eve of the Great Depression. This volume includes memoirs for this period along with the censored pages from Nexus, Illus. 153 pages. INJP. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $5.95

4642709. THERE'S NO TOILET PAPER...ON THE ROAD. By Douglas Hubley. The odyssey of things happening when you hit the road and this collection of stories captures the wacky and bizarre adventures of great writers whose travels have not gone according to plan. 190 pages. Travelers Tales. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

4606808. FIRE AND THE OTHER SIDE OF THOSE: One Family's Treacherous Journey Negotiating the Northwest Passage. By Sprague Theobald with Andrea Kreina. Join the award-winning documentary filmmaker and explorer on his home port of Newport, Rhode Island, through the Northwest Passage and around Alaska to Seattle. This 8,500 mile-life-changing trek is filled with constant, dark and bear, and severe weather. 16 pages of color photos. 217 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95


4600692. WORLD HERITAGE SITES, 4TH EDITION: A Complete Guide to 936 UNESCO World Heritage Sites. Offers a magnificent guide to all 936 locations on the UNESCO World Heritage List. It also describes the world's most treasured places, preserved and protected for all humanity and for all generations to come. Features gorgeous color photos of 600 sites, plus a complete index. 872 pages. Firefly. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95


457785X. CASTLES & FOLIES & FISHING FLATS: Adventures Along Ireland's St. Declan's Way. By Roanmund Burton. The author takes us along on her journey down the ancient highway and pilgrimage route of St. Declan's Way, one of Ireland's best kept secrets. Declan lived a good life at a goods and from the goods of Tuscany and climbing mountains and tracking down fairy stories, she celebrates all the rewards this land has to offer. 270 pages. Allen & Unwin. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

5878195. NEW YORK CITY: America the Beautiful. By Dan Lieberman. Take a photographic tour of The Big Apple with an album of full-color photos capturing all its iconic sights—historic architecture, towering landmarks, grandiose interiors, and the most splendid tourist attractions. 458 pages. Firsty. 10¾x14½. Hardcover. Pub. at $78.95 $19.95

5867822. EXTREME: Why Some People Thrive at the Limits. By E. Barrett & P. Martin. Examines the reasons why some people choose to place themselves in dangerous and how they cope. Drawing on psychological research as well as personal accounts, the authors explore the motivation, skills, and characteristics required to survive and thrive in extreme conditions. 278 pages. Vintage. 5¾x8¼. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $9.95

5814510. MONTANA PLACES: Exploring Big Sky Country. By John B. Wright. Provides visitors to the West as well as armchair travelers a rich, fascinating look at today's Montana and how it came to be. Well illus. 12 pages. UMIP. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

5634002. AVEZIO: Where Johannes Aventinus Lived. By Peter T. Heinen. A look at the small town of Avezio, Italy, where Johannes Aventinus lived and worked. The town's rich history and culture are highlighted through interviews with local residents and the examination of historical artifacts. 298 pages. Sansoni. Paperback. Pub. at $32.00 $9.95
Travel


4647211 A ROTTEN PERSON TRAVELS THE CARIBBEAN. By Gary Buslik. From Nevis to Havana, Antigua to Grenada, and everywhere in between, be the gecko on the wall in Grenada’s strange and shadowy love affair with the Caribbean, and occasionally, his wife. Screamingly funny and often poignant, Buslik piles the Caribbean with shark eye and barracuda wit. 256 pages. Travelers’ Paper. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

5827742 THE TRAVELS OF IBN BATTUTA. Ed. by Tim MacIntosh-Smith. Battuta was only 21 when he set out in 1325 from his native Tangier on a pilgrimage to Mecca. He did not return to Morocco for another 29 years, traveling instead through more than 40 countries on the modern map, covering 75,000 miles and getting as far north as the Volga, as far east as China and on to Tanzania. 446 pages. Macmillan. Import. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95


5847524 THE ROAD TO LITTLE DRIBBLING: Adventures of an American in Britain. By Bill Bryson. In 1989 Bryson, an avowed Anglophobe, set off on a tour of Britain to explore that green and pleasant land. The result, this uproarious account and acute portrayal of the United Kingdom. Traveling from the English Channel to the furthermost reaches of Scotland he shows us every pub, stone village and humble hole-in-the-wall eaters along the way. 380 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

5829771 A TRAVEL GUIDE TO THE WAR OF 1812 IN THE CHESAPEAKE. By Ralph E. Eshelman. Highlights routes and sites in the Chesapeake area that have special significance to the war. Includes maps, drawings and photos depicting important landmarks and events. 284 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $45.00 $7.95

5797551 AMERICAN SMOKE: Journeys to the End of the Light. By Ian Sinclair. One of the most relentlessly innovative writers working today, Sinclair’s smoky, hallucinatory cityscapes trace the beats and their fellow travelers. A tome of bad travels and fatal decisions, taking an epic walk in the footsteps of Malcolm Lowry, Charles Olson, Jack Kerouac, William S. Burroughs and others. 300 pages. Faber & Faber. Pub. at $27.00 $9.95

2742081 THE VILLAGE: 400 Years of Beats and Bohemians, Radicals and Rogues—A History of Greenwich Village. By John Straubstaft. Weaves an absorbing narrative history of the New York City neighborhood, from its origins as a center of New Amsterdam in the 1600s through its time as the epicenter of the gay rights movement, to its current status as an affluent bedrock community and tourist magnet. Book One: 1609-1824. illus. 320 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $34.95 $2.95

4618459 SHOPPING FOR PORCUPINE: A Life in Arctic Alaska. By Seth Kantner. Takes one back to the setting of the author’s debut novel with a fascinating account of life on North America’s last frontier. Bracing and humorous, the photography and storytelling illuminating, it offers an ode to respect for the land, for animals and for “something as virtuous as gathering food.” Illus. in color. 240 pages. MillikwEditions. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

5739993 THE 66 KD: Raised on the Mother Road. By Bob Boze Bell. Puts the everlasting allure and breathtaking land of the world-famous route in perspective by showing readers what life was like growing up in Kingman, Arizona, one of Route 66’s quintessential cities. Drawing on interviews with residents and photographs, both personal and archival photographs, period advertising art, vintage postcards, specially commissioned maps, and more. 192 pages. Voyageur. 8 1/4x11. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $8.95

3663728 AROUND THE WORLD IN 500 FESTIVALS: The World’s Most Spectacular Celebrations. By Steve Davey. Presents a visual cornucopia that captures the richness and sheer variety of the world’s most colorful, moving, joyful, and heart-stirring festivals. Features 500 selection of festivals from around the world. Well illus. in color. 272 pages. Kuperard. Paperback Import. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

5140731 THE COLOSSUS OF ROADS. By Karol Ann mapping. Tells the story of the road that made Richard Roosevelt’s vision a reality and the selection of 500 festivals from around the world. Well illus. in color. 272 pages. Kuperard. Paperback Import. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

5759978 THE FAULT LINE: Traveling the Other Europe, from Finland to Ukraine. By Paolo Rumiz. Traveling along the path that has twice cut Europe in two—first by the Iron Curtain and then by the artificial scarring of the EU—Rumiz gives a human face not just to what the Cold War left behind, but to the ancient ties of empire and ethnicity that are still at the root of modern politics in flashpoint areas such as these. 256 pages. Transworld. Pub. at $27.95 $8.95

5744326 THE ROUTE 66 ENCYCLOPEDIA. By Jim Hinckley. Provides a sweeping look at the long history and iconic landmarks of America’s most famous road with more than one thousand color and black and white photographs and pieces of memorabilia, arranged alphabetically by city, 288 pages. Voyageur. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

5361866 DEEP SOUTH: Four Seasons on Back Roads. By Paul Theroux. The acclaimed travel writer travels in his usual far-flung destinations for a familiar corner of America: the Deep South. A poet, flummoxed by the deep South has set out on a winding road trip, he discovers a region of architectural and artistic wonders, incomparable music, mouthwatering cuisine—and also some of the worst schools, medical care, housing, and unemployment rates in the nation. 16 pages of color photos. 441 pages. HMH. Import. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

5463007 DEATH IN GLACIER NATIONAL PARK: Stories of Accidents and Foolhardiness in the Crown of the Continent. By Randy Miniter. During the first human decades in Glacier National Park, 40 people have died or gone permanently missing in Glacier National Park. A large number of these tragic stories unfold here in gripping accounts of natural disaster, foolhardy behavior, and the threat of persecution on his quest. 318 pages. Amberley. Import. Pub. at $14.50 $9.95


5832206 WORDS OF MERCY: By Patrick Leigh Fermor. Collects pieces from every stage of Leigh Fermor’s traveling life, from when he embarked on his famous walk across Europe, starting in Holland and ending in Constantinople, a trip that took him almost a year. This is the account of the final leg of that adventure, following him through Bulgaria and Romania to the coast of the Black Sea. 320 pages. John Murray. Import. Pub. at $14.50 $9.95

5832200 DEEP SOUTH: Four Seasons on Back Roads. By Paul Theroux. The acclaimed travel writer travels in his usual far-flung destinations for a familiar corner of America: the Deep South. Setting out on a winding road trip, he discovers a region of architectural and artistic wonders, incomparable music, mouthwatering cuisine—and also some of the worst schools, medical care, housing, and unemployment rates in the nation. 16 pages of color photos. 441 pages. HMH. Import. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95


5778545 IRELAND: Landmarks, Landscapes & Hidden Treasures. By K. Eyres & M. M. Eyres. Vivid photography and descriptive text of architectural and artistic wonders, incomparable music, mouthwatering cuisine—and also some of the worst schools, medical care, housing, and unemployment rates in the nation. 441 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

5920827 CANADA WITH WILDE: Writings from Finistere. By Bjørn Larsson. Blending adventure travel with impassioned homage to Celtic lands and waters, Larsson offers his contemplative musings on life as seen through the lens of his yacht. An unforgettable journey from Denmark around Scotland, through the Irish Sea and onwards to Brittany and Spain. 175 pages. Haus Publishing. Paperback Import. Pub. at $11.95 $4.95
Travel Guides

4641248 KYOTO: 29 Walks in Japan's Ancient Capital. By John H. & Phyllis G. Martin. Presents 29 easy-to-follow walking tours through Kyoto's history, its many unique districts, and scenic areas full of charm and character. More than a guidebook, this volume tells you about Kyoto's cultural heritage and its great monuments, as well as the colorfu

5740862 PRAAGUE WALKS: On Foot Guides. By Jim Davis. The only Prague guide with aerial-view mapping, this is your best bet for enjoying all of the city's many treasures. Most of the detailed route plans can be completed in one to three hours. Includes lots of valuable advice and must-see highlights. Well illo.

273415X NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TRAVELER THAILAND, THIRD EDITION. By P. Macdonald & C. Parkes. Provides a rich overview of Thailand that helps tailor your trip to the time you have and your specific interests; walking and boat tours with maps color-coded to site descriptions; excursions off the beaten path; insider tips on the favorite hot spots, and much more. Color photos & maps. 400 pages. National Geographic. $24.95. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95

5717434 EUROPE BY EURAIL 2015, 39TH EDITION. By Laverne Ferguson-Kosinski. Visit historic cities, romantic villages, and scenic hamlets on more than 90 rail trips, choose your choice of 28 base cities located in 20 countries. Contains the latest information on fares, schedules, and pass options; personally researched trips to take you throughout Europe; practical tips for eating and traveling light, and more. 565 pages. Gpeo. Qu. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95


4523222 NFT—NOT FOR TOURISTS GUIDE TO LOS ANGELES 2015. By M. Farreau & S. Sedendorf. The essential urban handbook that thousands of Los Angeles residents rely on daily, dividing the city into 57 mapped neighborhoods and pinpointing essential services and entertainment hot spots with up-to-the-minute info. Includes a fold-out map. 328 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

4554728 BAEDEKER NEW ZEALAND. Text by Heinrich Limpach et al. The lush greenery of New Zealand is at your fingertips with this comprehensive and well-researched travel companion. It offers over 300 photos and illustrations, 30 detailed maps, and plans, including one full-color fold-out map of the entire region. 440 pages. Verlag Karl Baedeker. Paperbound. Import.

★ 2734254 TOU RISTS GUIDES, FIFTH EDITION. Ed. by Randy Reiser. Takes you to 520 fascinating train rides, museums, trolleys, dinner trains, and historic depots across the U.S. and Canada. You'll discover trains that travel through historic national parks, explore the wilds of the western wilderness, and provide scenic vistas only seen by rail. Two-hundred sites are described in detail and 320 attractions described in shorter listing. Well illo. in color. 364 pages. Kalmbach. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

5995109 HIKING THROUGH HISTORY: San Francisco Bay Area. By Tracy Salcedo. Prolifics forty-one hikes, from easy to difficult, along with miles, directions, and GPS coordinates. The perfect companion for any age hiker, this guide provides photos, detailed maps, and sidebars that convey enough information to satisfy the curious history lover. 248 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

4554647 BAEDEKER AUSTRIA. Text by Rosemarie Arnold et al. Discover the wonders of Austria with this well-researched travel companion. It offers over 150 recommendations and tips; superb 3D illustrations; and 70 detailed maps and plans, including one full-color fold-out map of the entire region. Verlag Karl Baedeker. Paperbound. Import.

4637429 100 COUNTRIES, 5000 IDEAS: Where to Go, When to Go, What to See, What to Do. Ed. by Karin Kinney et al. Packed with thousands of exciting travel ideas, this is the guide you need to jumpstart your travel year list and zero in on your next adventure. Includes top destinations from all seven continents, scenic highlights and cultural attractions, expert advice, and much more. Well illo. in color. 400 pages. National Geographic. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95

577750X SPAIN: Culture Smart! Made rich descriptions illuminating and practical guide to Spanish culture and society. It will help you turn your visit into a memorable and enriching experience. Includes local customs and traditions; eating and drinking Spanish style business practices; and communication, spoken and unspoken. Illus. 168 pages. Kuperard. Paperbound Import.

5772823 MAKE YOUR TRAVEL DOLLARS WORTH A FORTUNE. By Tim Leffet. In this unusual guide to getting more for your travel dollars, Leffet passes on a winning set of strategies for cost-effective vacations. His sensible, easy-to-remember techniques will help you tour the world for less money every time you leave home. 177 pages. Travelers’ Tales. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95


455468X BAEDEKER GREEK ISLANDS. Text by Peter Elia. Immerse yourself in the rich history and captivating culture of the Greek Islands with this well-researched travel companion. It offers over 150 recommendations and tips, superb 3D illustrations; and 45 detailed maps. Includes one full-color fold-out map of the entire region. 426 pages. Verlag Karl Baedeker. Paperbound. Import.

5777232 IRAN: Culture Smart! By Stuart Williams. An illuminating and practical guide to Iranian culture and society that will help you turn your visit into a memorable and enriching experience. Includes local customs and traditions; eating and drinking Iranian style; dos, don’ts and taboos; and business practices. Illus. 168 pages. Kuperard. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95


4567986 BOSTON FOOT NOTES, REVISED 2ND EDITION: A Walking Guide to Boston's Most Fascinating Series of Walks that reveal the evolution of Boston’s character. Uses a combination of history, society, and architecture to tell us what it’s like to live in Boston today, as well as 300 years ago. 242 pages. Countryman Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

★ 35592X2 ELVIS PRESLEY PASSED HERE: Even More Locations of America’s Landmarks. By Chris Epling. An amazing portrait of the bizarre, shocking, weird, and wonderful moments that have come to define American culture, each explored in profiles of over 600 landmarks from around the country. Illus. 332 pages. Santa Monica Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

573890 UNFORGETTABLE CANADA, THIRD EDITION: 115 Destinations. By G. Fischer & N. Hudson. Celebrates 115 of Canada’s most remarkable destinations spread across every province and territory. Some represent dream excursions to the far reaches of the land, while others are easily accessible from the major cities. Illus. in color. 320 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.95

3667029 HOW TO TRAVEL THE WORLD ON $50 A DAY: Travel Cheaper, Longer, Smarter. By Matt Kepnes. Nomadic Matt reveals his tips, tricks, and secrets to comfortable budget travel, without giving up the upscale beaches and comfy beds. Offering advice ranging from travel hacking to smart banking to finding cheap flights, this updated edition includes chapters on traveling in China, Japan, and India. 254 pages. Perigee. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

570618H MOON BAVARIA & SALZBURG: With Munich. Thirty-one detailed maps and suggestions on how to plan a trip to Prague and Budapest that’s perfect for you, are included in this guide along with can’t miss sights, activities, restaurants, and accommodations. Illus. in color. 409 pages. Avalon Travel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

★ 4630718 APPALACHIAN TRAIL: Moon Road Trip USA. By Jamie Jensen. Make the most of the 2,000 miles from the north woods of Maine through Pennsylvania Dutch Country and all the way to the Georgia mountains. Includes mile by mile highlights and detailed driving maps—all in a handy portable format. Fully illo. in color. 128 pages. Avalon Travel. 4¼x7½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

★ 463070X GREAT RIVER ROAD: Moon Road Trip USA. By Jamie Jensen. Make the most of this 2,360 miles of following The Mississippi River from its Minnesota headwaters all the way to the Gulf of Mexico. Includes mile by mile highlights and detailed driving maps—all in a handy portable format. Fully illo. in color. 104 pages. Avalon Travel. 4¼x7½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95
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5759850 GUIDE TO NEW YORK CITY URBAN LANDSCAPES. By H. Lynn & F. McGovern. Tour 38 urban sites in the city, including Central Park, Brooklyn Bridge, and the World Trade Center. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. $6.95

267562X BAEDeker MEXICO. Text by Anita Anton von Bieyleben et al. Contains over 250 recommendations and Baedeker tips for your trip to Mexico: vast landscapes studded with cacti, wild jungles and white Caribbean beaches, pre-Hispanic archaeological sites, and Native American culture. Includes 21 detailed maps and plans to help you find your way, plus a large fold-out map. Color photos. 638 pages. National Geographic. Paperback. Pub. at $20.95. $5.95

4622677 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TRAVELER CRACIvIA, SECOND EDITION. By Rudolf Abraham. Filled with off the beaten path excursions, insider tips, not to be missed lists, and authentic experiences, this comprehensive travel guide is your path straight to the heart of Croatia's culture, history, people, and travel opportunities. Fully illus. in color. 318 pages. National Geographic. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95. $6.95

3658805 CROATIa: National Geographic Traveler. By Rudolf Abraham. Filled with off the beaten path excursions, not to be missed lists, and authentic experiences, this comprehensive travel guide is your path straight to the heart of Croatia's culture, history, people, and travel opportunities. Color photos & maps. 318 pages. National Geographic. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95. $6.95

5841623 22 WALKS IN BANGKOK. By Kenneth Barber. A series of unforgettable strolls down the back lanes of historic Bangkok. This guide highlights the hidden gems found throughout the city, presenting each neighborhood as a distinct village as it covers their important temples, churches, shrines and mosques in loving detail. 32 pages of color photos. 320 pages. Tuttle. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $4.95

5830710 BRAZIL: National Geographic Traveler. By Bill Hincherberger. A comprehensive guide to the many and varied wonders that Brazil has to offer. Includes guides to experiences, walking and driving tours, excursions off the beaten path, restaurant recommendations, business or pleasure. Fully illus. in color. 318 pages. National Geographic. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95. $6.95

5777062 CUBA: Culture Smart! By Mandy Macdonald. An illuminating and practical guide to Cuban culture and society. It will help you turn your visit into a memorable and enriching experience. Covers local customs and traditions, eating and drinking Cuban style, business practices and communication; spoken and unspoken. Illus. 188 pages. Kuperard. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. $3.95

455003X IN HIGH PLACES WITH HENRY DAVID ThOREAU: A Hiker's Guide with Routes & Maps. By John Gibson. One of America's seminal writers, Henry David Thoreau was also our most influential proponent of journeying to the mountains and backcountry. Blending excerpts from Thoreau's work with guided hikes to the most remote corners of New England's high places as one of America's preeminent wanderers once did more than a century ago. Maps & photos. 196 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $4.95

★ 5845683 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TRAVELER SIcILY. By Tim Jeppson. This comprehensive travel guide offers in-depth site descriptions and background information; detailed, full-color maps; maps of walking and driving tours; and complete visitor information; traveler's telephone numbers; fully illus. in color. 190 pages. National Geographic. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $5.95

★ 4622685 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TRAVELER THE MEDITERRANEAN: Ports of Call & Beyond. By Tim Jeppson. Filled with off the beaten path excursions, need to know details for each port of call, maps of walking tours, and insider tips this comprehensive travel guide is your path to the heart of the Mediterranean culture and travel opportunities. Fully illus. in color. 318 pages. National Geographic. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95. $18.95

5724058 NEW YORK IN A DOZEN DISHES. By Robert Sietsema. Through essays on the city's defining dishes, some familiar, others obscure, Sietsema paints a portrait of New York's food landscape past and present. Also includes comprehensively uncovering the delicious foods of the five boroughs. Includes recipes. Illus. 296 pages. HMH. Pub. at $22.00. $4.95

★ 5845052 BACKROADS OF TEXAS. Text by Gary Clark, photos by K.A. Clark. Texas is vast and diverse. But you can be sure it's home to plenty of incredible sights waiting just off the beaten path. Includes 27 backroad drives and excursions that will take you beyond the beaten path; the route less traveled. This book is all the most majestic natural sights occur. These are the sights normally missed by interstate-centric travelers. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Voyager. 8/16. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

★ 5777154 EUROPE: OFFICIAL GUIDE TO THE MOST BEAUTIFUL VILLAGES OF FRANCE. Ed. by Helen Agedotun. Discover the beauty, authenticity, and cultural heritage of the 135 most picturesque villages in France. Includes 153 color road maps, local history, sights and attractions, accommodation options, restaurant recommendations, events and activities, and gastronomic specialties. Fully illus. in color. 267 pages. Flammarion. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

★ 5751253 ANDALUSIA: Art & Architecture. By Brigitte Hintzen-Böhlin. This comprehensive art and travel guide introduces the most significant specialities, cultural events, architecture and artists. Fully illus. in color. 536 pages. Ikon Books. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $34.95. $19.95

★ 5715253 MALDIVES: Culture Smart! By Kevin & Susan Neary. What exactly is a hidden Maldives? It’s an artistic representation of Maldives that was intentionally placed amid the architecture and design of the Maldives parks and resorts. Includes drawings from diaries, letters, and memoirs of the men who fought the war; a glossary of Civil War terminology, special features on military and civic leaders, and more. 194 pages. Insiders’ Guide. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $4.95

★ 5745624 THE HIDDEN MICKEYs OF WALT DISNEY WORLD. By Kevin & Susan Neary. What exactly is a hidden Mickey? It’s an artistic representation of Mickey Mouse that was intentionally placed amid the architecture and design of the Disney parks and resorts. Includes drawings from diaries, letters, and memoirs of the men who fought the war; a glossary of Civil War terminology, special features on military and civic leaders, and more. 194 pages. Insiders’ Guide. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $4.95

★ 4577271 THE BEST THINGS TO DO IN NEW YORK CITY, SECOND EDITION. REVISED: 1001 Ideas. By C. Lefel & J. Lehman. Experience the best of the Big Apple with one handy guide. Organized by neighborhood, this book will take you to the city's top cultural attractions, museums, theaters, and indoor and outdoor events. A must-have for any traveler planning a trip to New York City. 960 pages. Universe. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. $6.95

★ 7567782 BLUE GUIDE CENTRAL ITALY WITH ROME & FLORENCE. By Alta Macadam & E. Grady. A comprehensive guide focusing on the cultural history of Lazio; features maps and plans of Rome. Along with regional maps, town plans, and practical information for the traveler, it provides in-depth historical information on more than 30 destinations. Illus. in color. 736 pages. Somerzet. Paperback Import. Pub. at $34.95. $7.95

5594011 1001 WALKS YOU MUST TAKE BEFORE YOU DIE. By Barry Stone. This is an ideal walking companion for beginners and experienced ramblers alike. Every fact packed description provides practical details about how to tackle one of the world’s greatest walking challenges. The perfect guide for walking the world. Fully illus. in color. 960 pages. Universe. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $6.95

★ 5826586 THE 50 GREATEST WALKS OF THE WORLD. By Barry Stone. Delving into the world’s most famous and not so famous trails, Stone presents 50 great walks that will appeal to all levels of interest regardless of ability. He includes features such as the Pennine Way and the West Highland Way, as well as world classics like the Inca Trail in Peru. Photos. 230 pages. Ikon Books. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $14.95. $6.95

★ 5730961 NEW ENGLAND’S COLONIAL INNS & TAVERNS: Centuries of Yankee Fare and Hospitality. By Maria Oilla. Collected in this volume are some of the oldest inns and taverns in the six-state region that is New England. Oilla uses a selective approach to find the most distinctive colonial inns, taverns, and Tavern Museums, a unique collection of places to visit. Well illus. in color. 180 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00. $14.95

★ 5892295 TRAVELS IN TRANSLUYVANIA: The Greater Tarnava Valley. By Lucy Abel-Smith. A land rich in history and diversity, peppered with ancient fortified churches, rolling wildflower meadows, Saxon citadels and Hutterite mobile castles is at your disposal with this valuable travel guide. Discover, enjoy, and help to protect a fragile cultural inheritance. Photos. 249 pages. Sold Out. Somerset. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

559386X NEW YORK CITY’S BEST DIVE BARS. By Ben Westcott. Whether you’re trying to propose your friend a new idea or simply get plastered on a budget, this is your guide to both the classic pubs and those joints so off-the-beaten-path you’ll need a team of Sherpa to find your way back. 188 pages. Gamble Guides. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95
**5715466 TUSCANY: Art & Architecture. By A.M. von der Haegen & R.R. Streatfield. Illustrated and with a history of one of the most beautiful areas in the world offering information on the art, the architectural styles, city maps and walking tours, an illustrated time line and much more. Fully illus. in color. 626 pages. h.t. ullmann. 5½x6¼. $11.95**

---


---


---

**579143X CUBA: Culture Smart! By M. MacDonald & R. Maddocks. An illuminating and practical guide to Cuban culture and society. It will help you tour your visit into a memorable and enriching experience, as you walk through historical centers and drinking Cuban style: business practices and communication; spoken and unspoken. Illus. 168 pages. Kuprandt. Paperback Import. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95**

---

**3631036 FODOR'S BOSTON. By Donna M. Airoldi et al. The only guidebook you need to fully explore this diverse borough of New York City. Each of the 29 neighborhoods inside is accompanied by a beautiful, easy to read map. “Best Bet” recommendations list the top places to find great food, shopping, live music, and more. 264 pages. Fodor’s. 4½x7. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95**

---

**5886658 BACKROADS OF FLORIDA, 2ND EDITION. By FM. Franklin & N. Mikula. From the timeless charm of Key West to the haunted history of Amelia Island, discover another side of Florida, where the back roads and byways and quirky roadside chart away. This second edition contains new routes along timeless roads, supplemented by vibrant photography and pithy stories of what can be found in these bucolic destinations. 176 pages. Voyageur. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95**

---

**5824311 WORLD RAILWAY JOURNEYS. By Julian Holland. Discover 50 of the world’s greatest railway journeys with this guide. Each route is accompanied by expert commentary, historical and geographical insights, scenic photographs, and detailed maps. 304 pages. Collins. Paperback Import. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95**

---

**5720524 LEGEND TRIPPING: The Ultimate Adventure. By Robert C. Robinson. Enter the exciting world of myth and monsters, the paranormal, UFOs and extraterrestrials, lost treasures and mysterious places. This guide tells you how to go out adventuring after the truth, some real-life aliens, and the accounts of adventurers who have equipment and tools, outdoor survival, and the critical thing it takes to have a safe and exciting quest. Illus. 310 pages. Adventures Unlimited Pr. $22.95 $17.95**

---

**4611816 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TRAVELER COASTAL ALASKA: Ports of Call & Beyond. By Bob Devine. A rich overview of coastal Alaska, Seattle, and Vancouver, that helps travelers plan their visit around their specific interests. Includes tips on favorite hot spots, practicalities, and more. Maps and describes driving, boat, plane, and train tours. Suggests excursions off the beaten path. Well illus. in color. 190 pages. National Geographic. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95**

---

**6459161 PACIFIC NORTHWEST: National Geographic Guide to America’s Outdoors. By Bob Devine. Practical yet inspiring guide takes you to the best nature sites, and describes activities to make the most of your visit. Includes maps, and detailed maps. Includes insights into waterside wildlife, culture, and social and industrial history. Illus., some color. 184 pages. National Geographic. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $14.95**

---

**5640379 HIDDEN HISTORIES: A Spotter’s Guide to the Thames, the Canals, and the River Lea. By Richard Lowry. Takes travelers on a guided tour through over 400 parks, monuments, battlefields, historic sites, scenic trails, recreation areas, and seashores in this comprehensive guide. Full-color photos, walking tours, excursions off the beaten path, colorful illustrations, and practical facts on how to reach scores of park systems, when to go, and what to do there. Well illus. in color. 544 pages. National Geographic. Paperback. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95**

---

**5791243 GARDEN GUIDE, REVISED. New York City. By N. Benner & S. Lowndes. From the landscaped gardens to the more than 100 gardens in all five of New York City’s boroughs, from the crown jewels of botanical gardens to the lesser-known community gardens. Reveals the history, current stories, and personalities of each, and provides maps and visitor information. Well illus. in color. 424 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $9.95**

---


---

**589235X LIGHTHOUSES & COASTAL ATTRACTIONS OF SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND. By Alan Wood. With more than 360 color photos and maps, this image-rich guide covers all 92 lighthouses located in Connecticut, Rhode Island, and Massachusetts. Includes practical directions and historical tidbits for not only the lighthouses, but also the towns, attractions, and special events in their coastal communities. 304 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95**

---

**5885017 BACKROADS OF ARIZONA, 2ND EDITION. Text by Jim Hinckley, photographs by K. James. This updated edition includes 25 driving tours and adventures that take you off the beaten path to stunning landscapes and breathtakingly beautiful vistas. Explore prehistoric cliff dwellings, hike to see a mountaintop of cacti in bloom, or get your kicks on Route 66. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Voyageur. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95**

---

**5776155 WALKING LONDON’S WATERWAYS. By Gilly Cameron-Cooper. Lists more than 100 miles of great off-road routes for walkers, runners and cyclists, providing reliable route directions and detailed maps. Includes insights into waterside wildlife, culture, and social and industrial history. Well illus. in color. 184 pages. IMM Lifestyle Books. Paperback Import. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95**

---

**5886422 THE 50 GREATEST ROAD TRIPS OF THE WORLD. By Sarah Woods. If you’ve ever dreamed of embarking on an epic car journey, this is packed full of the most exotic, exciting, and iconic drives across the Americas, Europe, Asia, and Africa. From the Amalfi coast to the Draa Valley, the Silk Road to the meandering highway, the North Coast 500 to the historic Ring, this book showcases the ultimate in car adventures. Photos. 248 pages. Icon Books. Paperback Import. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95**

---

**5802636 NEW YORK: Kids Go! By Milo Debnam. Packed with suggestions for exciting things to do and places to check out, you can make the most of every day while you’re in NYC. Armed with fascinating facts and great suggestions to make your trip fun, carefree, and memorable for every member of your family, from the toddlers to the teens to the grown-ups. Well illus. in color. 61 pages. Haven Books. Paperback Import. Pub. at $10.00 $4.95**

---


---

**5845120 RIVER TRIPS OF THE WORLD. By Erik Ofgang. Take a tour of the world’s most exotic waterways, from the Ganges to the Yukon. This book covers 60 of the most scenic and historically significant river trips, profiling everything from ancient royal palaces to the modern-day city of the future. Photos. 216 pages. Voyageur. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95**

---

**5837782 BERLIN, 3RD EDITION REVISED: Travel with Insider Tips. By Christine Berger. Experience all the joys that Berlin has to offer in this jam-packed travel guide. Filled with insider tips on sightseeing, restaurants, discovery tours, where to stay and more, plus a detailed street atlas and pull-out map. 175 pages. Marco Polo. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95**

---

**5705134 STUDYING IN CHINA: A Practical Handbook for Students. By Patrick McAlloon. An invaluable resource that tells you everything you need to know—what to pack, how to get to your destination, how to settle in safely, how to make friends, and how to get the most from your stay in China. Includes maps. Well illus., some in color. 320 pages. Tuttle. Paperback Import. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95**

---

**5899524 BARBECUE LOVER’S KANSAS CITY STYLE. By Alice A. Davis. Kansas City’s leading authority for barbecue becoming the city’s signature cuisine. Today the tradition continues. This complete regional guide to Kansas City Barbecue is the ultimate BBQ resource. Well illus. in color. 200 pages. GI息H. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $15.95**

---

**583416 PHILADELPHIA’S BEST DIVE BARS. By Brian McCauley. Written to help you find living dangerously or just get plastered on a budget, this is your guide to both the classic pubs and those joints so off-the-beaten-path you’ll need a team of Sherpa to find your way back. Photos. 171 pages. Gamble Guides. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95**
5750202 FINDING JESUS. By Winston Rowntree. On each page of this volume, the Son of God is hidden in a crowded scene and the objective for the reader is to find Jesus in the detailed illustrations. Fully illus. in color. Three Rivers. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

463019X CHESS FOR DUMMIES, 2ND EDITION. By James Eade. Kings, queens, knights—you might think chess is a royal game to grasp, but this friendly guide will help you learn your way around the board with ease. Learn how to set up the chessboard, understand the pieces, employ tactics, play online, and more. Illus. 361 pages. Wiley. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $4.95

457236X DUNGEONS & DRAGONS PLAYER'S HANDBOOK, 4TH EDITION: Roleplaying Game Core Rules. By Rob Heinsoo & Jeff Grubb. Whether you're new to the roleplaying game or have been in the footsteps of many famous players, this volume will challenge your knowledge and help you know where to go from here. This new and expanded volume will challenge your knowledge and technique of the greatest mind game of all. Fully illus. 176 pages. Carlton. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

5856847 DOT-TO-DOT CREATE AMAZING IMAGES. By D. Woodroffe & C. Bell. Discover the benefits of “controlled doodles” with over 190 dot-to-dot images to solve. This assortment of marvels includes animals, fantastical creatures, tribal art, mycological wonders, iconic landmarks, and scenes from the natural world. All you need is a sharp pencil and some patience. 208 pages. Chartwell. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

5817684 WONDERS OF THE DOT-TO-DO. By Jeff Miller. Have you ever done the dot-to-dot challenge of a lifetime with 104 puzzles, each featuring mankind’s greatest masterpieces. With more than 30,000 dots, including full-color clues, the puzzles feature landmarks like the Great Wall of China, artworks like The Thinker, and innovations like the telephone. Solutions provided. Chartwell. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

5765675 CALMING DOT TO DOT: Intricate, Stunning, Stress-Relieving Patterns for Adults. By Emily Wallis. As you progress from one numbered dot to the next, you clear your mind of other thoughts, much like you would during a meditation exercise. The goal is to master your mind and body. Each puzzle is customizable, with solutions provided. 320 pages. Storey. 4¼x4¼. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $7.95

5855690 CHESS: 80 Classic Problems. By L. Barden & E. Brecher. A superb new challenge for chess enthusiasts. You have one move and one move only to finish your opponent and win the game. Following in the tradition of the famous Richard Réti volume, this book will challenge your knowledge and technique of the greatest mind game of all. Fully illus. 176 pages. Carlton. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

468638X LIFE CHRISTMAS PUZZLE. By Michael Rosenman. Try to spot the differences between Christmas pictures that range from relatively obvious to quite subtle. The pictures are divided into five sections labeled Novel, Master, Expert, Genius, and Classics. Solutions included. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Time Home Entertainment. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 $4.95


2763656 LIFE—the BIG BOOK OF PICTURE PUZZLE. By Michael Rosenman. Can you spot the differences between the two pictures? In this puzzle book, LIFE’s editors take a shot at the optical illusion genre using photography and set up to make certain that there are terntic, entertaining tests for every level of player. Solutions included. Fully illus. in color, 384 pages. Time Home Entertainment. Paperback.Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

4578201 THE NEW BOOK OF OPTICAL ILLUSIONS. By Georg Ruchsmeyer. You won’t believe your eyes with this mind-bending volume, collecting 150 of the most significant optical phenomena of all time. This is a collection of puzzles that slowly reveal famous works of art by Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo, Gauguin, Degas, and many others. Double the fun by coloring the pictures. Answers included. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

5831172 ART MASTERPIECES DOT-TO-DOT. These 30 complex puzzles prove that dot-to-dots aren’t just for kids! Each page features famous works of art by Van Gogh, Doge’s Palace, and many others. Double the fun by coloring the pictures. Answers included. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95


5774806 PARLOUR GAMES: Indoor Fun for the Whole Family! By Kate Hewitt. Details over 65 beloved and lesser-known family games that are perfect for playing together, entertaining visiting grandchildren, and getting everyone’s imagination going. Classics like Charades and Duck, Duck, Goose are joined by new favorites like Kangoaroo and Fish Flap. 128 pages. Collins & Brown. Import. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

5770283 CHESS: Original 1913 Edition. By H.J.R. Murray. This comprehensive guide to the origins of chess shattered preconceptions about the game in its time, and today remains an essential text for chess historians, collectors, and chess enthusiasts of all ages. Murray’s evolution of the game from its Asiatic origins, through the role chess played in medieval Europe, to its popularity as a competitive sport today.
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**Puzzles & Games**

- **IQ WORKOUT PUZZLES.** If you enjoy challenging yourself and stretching your mind, this collection of puzzles is for you. Within its pages you will find an entertaining mixture of teasers at different levels of difficulty to test your wits and knowledge. Fully illus. paperbound. Import. Pub. at $9.95. 
  
  **SET PUZZLES.** By Dave Phillips. This unique collection of 126 puzzles will have you organizing picture tiles into sets by following paths governed by the rules of challenges of varying difficulty, each with individual rules and clues, will captivate puzzlists of all ages. Solutions provided. 46 pages. Dover. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. 

**5868556**


**5889004**

**AMAZING DOT-TO-DOT PUZZLES.** By M. Civaschi & G. Milesi. These dot-to-dot designs are intricate enough to challenge even the most experienced colorists. Connect hundreds of numbered dots to reveal a gallery of legendary creatures—a werewolf, vampire, unicorn, minotaur, and more. Then have fun coloring the finished pictures. Solutions included. Perforated pages are printed on one side only for easy removal and display. Dover. 8x11. Paperback. 

**5803049**

**5849805**

**FANTASY WORLD DOT-TO-DOT.** These dot-to-dot designs are intricate enough to challenge even the most experienced colorists. Connect hundreds of numbered dots to reveal a gallery of legendary creatures—a werewolf, vampire, unicorn, minotaur, and more. Then have fun coloring the finished pictures. Solutions included. Perforated pages are printed on one side only for easy removal and display. Dover. 8x11. Paperback. 

**5889004**

**5845818**

**CONTEST OF THE MOST VISIBLE SKILL IN CHESS.** By Maurice Ashley. Assuming no knowledge of chess beyond the rules, Ashley guides you into an inspirational journey through the world of chess tactics. He brings the cutting edge of chess knowledge to the general reader and presents the fundamental characteristics, and shows how their powers can be put to use to win pieces or achieve checkmate. Well illus. 160 pages. Gambit. Paperback Import. Pub. at $17.95. 

**5886529**

**5871611**


**5862906**

**AMAZING DOT-TO-DOT PUZZLES.** By Conceps Puzzles. Draw lines to connect the numbered dots and reveal pictures including a dinosaur, an angel playing the trumpet, a happy scarecrow, and many more. Solutions provided. 96 pages. Puzzlewright. 8x10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95. 

**5862752**

**PHENOMENAL DOT-TO-DOT PUZZLES.** By Conceps Puzzles. Here’s an assortment of phenomenal dot-to-dot designs that you can count on, literally, for some relaxing fun. Pictures include a climbing alpinist, people having a conversation, a fierce bear, sea turtles and many more. Solutions provided. 127 pages. Puzzlewright. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95. 

**5852921**

**QUICK & EASY DOT-TO-DOT PUZZLES.** By Conceps Puzzles. Go with the flow and follow the dots in these quick and easy, beginner friendly conundrums. Connect the dots to reveal an alien planet, elephants a car, a skateboarder, a clown going fishing, and more. Solutions provided. 128 pages. Puzzlewright. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95. 

**586251X**

**DRAW ON CATS: A Connect-the-Dots Activity Book.** By Amanda R. Coffelt. For centuries, humans have looked into the exotic feline world and wondered ‘who are you?’ With this collection of connect the dots adventures, you can transform a cat into a detective, a kitten into a rock star just by completing the puzzles. Fully illus. in color. Crown. 7x7. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. 

**5461619**

**THE BRIDGE PLAYER’S BIBLE.** By Julian Pottage. Master the art of bridge, the greatest of all card games, with this comprehensive and compact take anywhere guide. Over 300 examples demonstrate and define a wide range of hands. Learn techniques, hand valuation and deceptive card playing. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Barron’s. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99. 

**5868598**

**303 THREE-HUNDRED PUZZLES.** By the Grabarchuk Family. If you love visually spectacular puzzles bursting with creativity, this is the book for you. Each of these 303 conundrums is a treat for the eye and the brain, and is designed to be solved in a few short minutes. Solutions provided. 128 pages. Puzzlewright. 8x10.1. 

**5899978**

**CROWD-PLEASING PUZZLES.** By F. Berry & T. McClary. Whether your family is hanging out at home or on the go, this is the perfect book to throw into the bag. Solutions provided. Over 300 easy-to-solve conundrums and puzzles will provide instant fun for everyone. Games make reference to movies, song titles, and other aspects of popular culture. 96 pages. 

**5891499**

**586866X**

**WILL SHORTZ PRESENTS BRAIN-TRAINING KENKEN.** By Tetsuya Miyamoto. Flex your mental muscles with this collection of KenKen puzzles. Puzzles range in size from easy 5x5 grids to mind-bending 9x9 grids. Includes solving instructions by puzzlemaster Will Shortz. 100 puzzles. 8½x11. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. 

**5828163**

**THE ESCAPIST’S DOT-TO-DOT EXTRAORDINARY PLACES.** Revive your inner artist for a few moments each day with these simple yet intricate puzzles of the most breathtaking scenes from nature. You’ll find more than 40 intricate images on single-sided pages, featuring destinations and sights from the Florence skyline to the Great Wall of China. Harper. 9x9½. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. 

**5817453**

**101 BETS YOU WILL ALWAYS WIN.** By Richard Wiseman. Shows how to use science, logic, and a healthy dose of trickery to be on the winning side of every bet you make. Stump your friends by balancing a coin on the edge of a dollar bill; picking up a cup with a straw on a table; or just lifting a coin from a glass. 110 cards. 149 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. 

**3610896**

**UNCLE JOHN’S BATHROOM PUZZLER: 365 Logic Puzzles.** From classic logicoconundrums and mind bending mysteries to mathematical stumpers and more, each of these puzzles is a brain-buster. 274 pages. Portable Press. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. 

**5862736**

**OUT-OF-SIGHT PHOTO PUZZLES.** By Adam Ritchie. This collection of picture puzzles is a phenomenal feast for the eyes and a weapon of war against the brain. You’ll carefully analyze not only the popular ‘spot the differences’ puzzles, but also photo puzzles that involve thinking outside the box. Solutions provided. 144 pages. Sterling. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. 

**5826950**

**MENSA QUICK TRAVEL PUZZLES.** Contains over 150 puzzles that have been specially selected for holiday interludes or journeys when your brain needs a stimulating jolt. Solutions provided. 224 pages. SevenOaks. Paperback Import. 

See more titles at erhbc.com/972
186580 BRAIN AEROBICS MINDTEASERS. By J.J. Mendoza Fernandez. You will have to think first to answer a variety of fiendishly challenging timed quizzes that will test your trivia knowledge, anagram skills, ability to follow directions, and much more. Ready, set, go! Solutions provided. 94 pages. Gambit. Paperback. 7.95

586280X MATHEMATICAL LATERAL THINKING PUZZLES. By P. Sloane & D. MacHale. This is a collection of intriguing puzzles that combine lateral thinking with mathematics. To figure them out, you’ll have to come up with a clever mathematical insight or shortcut rather than merely using brute calculation. There can be more than one solution. Paperback. 9.95

576134 THE BOOK OF RIDDLES. By F. Mazza & S. Lhuillier. A wealth of challenging puzzles and enigmas can be found in this beautiful volume. There are logical conundrums, number puzzles, visual tricks, and many more. Solutions and explanations included. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Chartwell. Pub. at $12.99. 9.95

5761352 THE BOOK OF PUZZLES AND ENIGMAS. By F. Mazza & S. Lhuillier. Within the pages of this beautiful volume you will encounter a variety of fascinating brain teasers. There are rebus puzzles, dumbbells, Leonardo's puzzles, lateral thinking posters, and many more. Solutions and explanations included. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Chartwell. Pub. at $9.95.

1870974 PSY-Q: Test Yourself with More Than 80 Quizzes, Puzzles and Experiments for Everyday Life. By Ben Ambridge. A renowned psychology professor turns fascinating and often surprising psychological research into quizzes, jokes, tests and thought-provoking questions that will enable you to discover something about yourself, your friends and your family. 344 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. 11.95

576783 PATHFINDER ROLEPLAYING GAME CORE RULEBOOK. Ed. by Christopher Carey et al. Experience Pathfinder, the game that puts you in the role of a brave adventurer fighting to survive in a world beset by magic and evil. This comprehensive rule book provides everything you need to embark on your fantasy adventure, including all the rules for players and Game Masters, complete rules for various races, exciting new options for character classes, and much more. Illus. in color. 576 pages. P waive/en. Pub. at $49.99. 39.95


4642287 THE COMPLETE CHESS COURSE. 21ST CENTURY EDITION: From Beginning to Winning. By Fred Reinfeld. Filled with advice on how to play better chess regardless of how strong or weak a player you may be. Beginning with the rules of the game, new ideas and tips, and how to review the basic moves of the pieces and pawns this guide continues with fantastic examples from the very best players. Fully illus. 288 pages. Russell Enterprises. 7x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. 19.95


See more titles at erhbc.com/972
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5849578</td>
<td>LAND OF THE FREE: Wargames Rules for North America 1775-1815</td>
<td>Osprey</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
<td>3D X-TREME DART BOARD. Take aim in 3-D with this dart board game where the targets appear to float in mid-air! Includes: A 3-D dart board, 2 pairs 3DX-glass darts, 6 suction cup darts, and directions for play. For 1 or more players. Ages 5 &amp; up. Play Visions. <strong>PRICE CUT to $14.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5862695</td>
<td>TRICKY MINDTRAP PUZZLES: Challenge the Way You Think &amp; See Through the</td>
<td>Media</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td><strong>SOLD OUT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3607216</td>
<td>IVORY VIKINGS: The Mystery of the Most Famous Chessmen in the World and</td>
<td>Osprey</td>
<td>$34.95</td>
<td><strong>SOLD OUT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360292X</td>
<td>LIFE THE VERY BEST EVER PICTURE PUZZLE. By David Woodruffe. 126 pages.</td>
<td>Publish.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2729903</td>
<td>BRAIN GAMES EASY PICTURE PUZZLES: Exercise Your Brain. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Pt. Spiralogic. <strong>PRICE CUT to $9.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>571563X</td>
<td>NATURAL WONDERS DOT-TO-DOT FOR GROWN-UPS. By James Brisson. 128 pages. Chartwell. 8½x11. <strong>PRICE CUT to $13.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>271565X</td>
<td>WHY YOU LOSE AT CHESS, SECOND EDITION. By Tim Harding et al. Diagrams. 130 pages. Dover. <strong>PRICE CUT to $7.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5477556</td>
<td>DUNGEONS &amp; DRAGONS DUNGEON MASTER'S GUIDE 2: Roleplaying Game Core Rules. By James Wyatt et al. Illus. in color. 160 pages. Kate Fauri. <strong>PRICE CUT to $16.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>457822X</td>
<td>MASHEROO! Hilarious game that keeps everyone smiling. The first player to match their shape and face chips to the correct player's profile, will win the round for the unexpected! Contents: include 24 cards, 2 dice, 27 shape pieces, and 18 face pieces. For 2 or more players, ages 8 &amp; up. <strong>PRICE CUT to $11.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58867X</td>
<td>MR. BUD'S POT SMOKING GAMES. For you’re a totally green novice, or a seasoned smoker, these marauder-wielding games will spark good times, herbaceous hijinks, and blazed bliss. Get baked with Ganja-Itzic Board Games, Smoke and Bong-Dice, Reefer Cards, Marijuana Movie Nights, and Smoked-Out Drinking Games. Illus. 88 pages. Ulysses. <strong>PRICE CUT to $9.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5863015</td>
<td>BRAIN AEROBICS STOPWATCH PUZZLES. By Fraser Simpson. You’ll need to think fast to answer a variety of friendly challenging timed quizzes that will test your smarts and sharpen your ability to follow directions, and more. Ready, set, go! Solutions provided. 96 pages. <strong>PRICE CUT to $5.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3661156</td>
<td>ACROSS A DEADLY FIELD: Regimenal Rules for Civil War Battles. By John Hill. This regimen-level wargame allows players to recreate this tumultuous period of warfare on the tabletop. Its versatile rules enable you to re-fight the battle from the early skirmishes of Bull’s Bluff and Big Bethel to the grand, set-piece battles such as Gettysburg, Illus. in color. 144 pages. <strong>PRICE CUT to $3.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4589383</td>
<td>THE MONOPOLISTS: Obsession, Fury, and the Scandal Behind the World’s Favorite Board Game. By Mary Flinn. Reveals the unknown inside story of how the Monopoly board game came into existence, the reinvention of its history by Parker Brothers and multiple media outlets, the lost female originator of the game, and the extraordinary obsession many of the game’s questionables. Illus. 314 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $27.00. <strong>PRICE CUT to $5.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>366754X</td>
<td>GLASS CHESS &amp; CHECKERS. Experience the king and queen of classic board games with this sleek and durable chess and checkers set. Fully made from clear and frosted glass, a 9½x9½ glass board, and a set of instructions. Ages 8 &amp; up. <strong>PRICE CUT to $12.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>597678X</td>
<td>JOHN DEERE CHECKERS. The most beloved name intractors get its own game of checkers! This recognizably green and yellow set includes 24 John Deere checker pieces, 12 John Deere king pieces, a 12½x12½-inch farm field, and playing sheet. MasterPieces. Pub. at $15.95. <strong>PRICE CUT to $11.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3866701</td>
<td>GOOD JOB, BOBBY FISCHER! Test your wits against the world’s most famous chess master. By Andy Stark. <strong>SOLD OUT</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4601378</td>
<td>POCKET PUZZLES SUDOKU. 192 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound import. Pub. at $7.95. <strong>PRICE CUT to $6.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>469544X</td>
<td>DICK'S GAMES OF PATIENCE or SOLITAIRE WITH CARDS. By William B. Dick. Well illus. 154 pages. Westholme. 5½x7¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. <strong>PRICE CUT to $11.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>274256X</td>
<td>THE TANGRAMS BOX. By James Lyon. Thunder Bay. Pub. at $14.95. <strong>PRICE CUT to $9.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5849101</td>
<td>ROOSTERFIN. By Mary Pilon. Reveals the inside story of how the RoosterFin board game came into existence, the reinvention of its history by Parker Brothers and multiple media outlets, the lost female originator of the game, and the extraordinary obsession many you can spit out. Beat the clock to win pressure points. Contents: include 161 cards, 10 game-point chips, 40 voting dials, and EZ-play rules. For 3 to 8 players, ages 13 &amp; up. R&amp;R Games. Pub. at $19.95. <strong>PRICE CUT to $16.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4582681</td>
<td>DOUBLE TAKE. Chaos, laughter &amp; a whole lot of fun is what you get in this game when 2 people must act out together! Each actor only has half the phrase to act out their part simultaneously. Contents: include 161 cards, 108 voting cards, 20 second timer, card holder, score pad and rules. For 3 or more players, ages 12 &amp; up. R&amp;R Games. Pub. at $19.95. <strong>PRICE CUT to $16.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4585134</td>
<td>DC COMICS SUPER-VILLAINS PUPTATTOO SET. This 2-piece tattoo set includes: 26 pressure point cards holding 100+ pressure point tattoos; 4 decks of cards with unique super-villain designs; 20 pressure point designs; 20 second timer and score pads. For 2 or more players. Ages 12 &amp; up. R&amp;R Games. Pub. at $19.95. <strong>PRICE CUT to $16.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4582645</td>
<td>3D X-TREME DART BOARD. Take aim in 3-D with this dart board game where the targets appear to float in mid-air! Includes: A 3-D dart board, 2 pairs 3DX-glass darts, 6 suction cup darts, and directions for play. For 1 or more players. Ages 5 &amp; up. Play Visions. <strong>PRICE CUT to $14.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3686671</td>
<td>BINGO—with the “BINGO MACHINE.” Cardinal. Pub. at $13.95. <strong>PRICE CUT to $11.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4602990</td>
<td>TINSELTOWN LOGIC PUZZLES. By Foggy Brune. 80 pages. Puzzliewright. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95. <strong>PRICE CUT to $5.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5830745 OPTIMISM SOUNDS EXHAUSTING. By Scott Adams. Join Dilbert, Wally, and Alice as they welcome a string of new hires to the workplace pantheon. They aren't terribly competent, but at least they're useless. Dilbert can only hope that the temporary robot boss really does micromanage the new underlings until it replaces them with robots and turns them into furniture. Fully illus. in color. 167 pages. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $12.99.


5854423 THE COMPLETE COLLECTION OF THE TRAGEDY SERIES: Secret Lobster Claws and Other Misfortunes. By Benjamin Dewey. Dewey’s Victorian-style illustrations highlight some 500 common tragedies to befoul those parting ways with Lady Luck. Pushed down stairs by a doorman, caught in a flash flood, buying lemonade (Tragedy #110); The giant centipede upstairs bought tap shoes (Tragedy #333), and more. 506 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $17.99.


4596242 HAND DRAWN JOKES FOR SMART ATTRACTIVE PEOPLE. By Matt Bors. Ripped from The New Yorker. By “The Usual Gang of Idiots”* Ripped from Mad Magazine. From office politics and reams of paperwork to workplace purgatory. They aren’t terribly competent, but at least they’re useless. Dilbert can only hope that the temporary robot boss really does micromanage the new underlings until it replaces them with robots and turns them into furniture. Fully illus. in color. 234 pages. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $19.99.

5719461 EPIC MAD. By “The Usual Gang of Idiots”* Ripped from Mad Magazine. By the Dynamic Duo to voracious fans every day. These color and black-and-white strips, long doomed to obscurity, are at last brought together in this handsome collection featuring contributions from the late Charles Addams, the Pigeon, Cat Woman, Poison Ivy and many more. 277 pages. IDW Publishing. 11½x8⅛. Pub. at $49.99.


5862717 ARCHAEOLOGY: 1000 PAGE MEGA COMIC STRIP DIGEST. By Peter Bagge. Collecting a decade’s worth of provocative, cantankerous, and hilarious cartoon opinions pieced by the acclaimed humorist and graphic novelist, torn from the pages of Reason magazine. Fully illus. in color. 152 pages. Fantagraphics. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $24.95.

5863191 CAREERS FOR YOUR CAT. By Ann Dziemianowicz. Does your pampered Persian have a thing for interior design? Does your dapper dachshund harbor the dream of performing on Broadway? Have you thought about turning your Siamese a restaurant critic in the making? Find out with 34 thoughtfully collected kitty career matches, pairing feline characteristics with various job criteria. Includes 24 pages in color. 152 pages. Fantagraphics. 9½x12. Pub. at $35.00.

5869743 ARCHIE GIANT COMICS PART 1. By Pete Bagge. “The Usual Gang of Idiots”* Ripped from Mad Magazine. By the Dynamic Duo to voracious fans every day. These color and black-and-white strips, long doomed to obscurity, are at last brought together in this handsome collection featuring contributions from the late Charles Addams, the Pigeon, Cat Woman, Poison Ivy and many more. 277 pages. IDW Publishing. 11½x8⅛. Pub. at $49.99.

5859081 HOW ABOUT NEVER IS GOOD FOR YOU? My Life in Cartoons. By Bob Mankoff. The longtime cartoon editor of The New Yorker offers a hilarious look in color cartoons at his distinctive razor-sharp wit and self-effacing humor, he goes beyond the usual “much ado about me” autobiography to usher you into the hallowed halls of the magazine for which he has published more than 1000 cartoons. Fully illus. 268 pages. Holt. 8¾x10¼. Pub. at $32.50.


5862717 ARCHAEOLOGY: 1000 PAGE MEGA COMIC STRIP DIGEST. By Peter Bagge. Collecting a decade’s worth of provocative, cantankerous, and hilarious cartoon opinions pieced by the acclaimed humorist and graphic novelist, torn from the pages of Reason magazine. Fully illus. in color. 152 pages. Fantagraphics. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $24.95.

5863191 CAREERS FOR YOUR CAT. By Ann Dziemianowicz. Does your pampered Persian have a thing for interior design? Does your dapper dachshund harbor the dream of performing on Broadway? Have you thought about turning your Siamese a restaurant critic in the making? Find out with 34 thoughtfully collected kitty career matches, pairing feline characteristics with various job criteria. Includes 24 pages in color. 152 pages. Fantagraphics. 9½x12. Pub. at $35.00.

5869743 ARCHIE GIANT COMICS PART 1. By Pete Bagge. “The Usual Gang of Idiots”* Ripped from Mad Magazine. By the Dynamic Duo to voracious fans every day. These color and black-and-white strips, long doomed to obscurity, are at last brought together in this handsome collection featuring contributions from the late Charles Addams, the Pigeon, Cat Woman, Poison Ivy and many more. 277 pages. IDW Publishing. 11½x8⅛. Pub. at $49.99.

5859081 HOW ABOUT NEVER IS GOOD FOR YOU? My Life in Cartoons. By Bob Mankoff. The longtime cartoon editor of The New Yorker offers a hilarious look in color cartoons at his distinctive razor-sharp wit and self-effacing humor, he goes beyond the usual “much ado about me” autobiography to usher you into the hallowed halls of the magazine for which he has published more than 1000 cartoons. Fully illus. 268 pages. Holt. 8¾x10¼. Pub. at $32.50.


5862717 ARCHAEOLOGY: 1000 PAGE MEGA COMIC STRIP DIGEST. By Peter Bagge. Collecting a decade’s worth of provocative, cantankerous, and hilarious cartoon opinions pieced by the acclaimed humorist and graphic novelist, torn from the pages of Reason magazine. Fully illus. in color. 152 pages. Fantagraphics. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $24.95.
Trivia & Imponderables

3610918 UNCLE JOHN’S BATHROOM READER GERMOPHOBIA. You won’t be able to turn on the operating room floor. 256 pages. Portable Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

361090X UNCLE JOHN’S BATHROOM READER FAKE FACTS. From the WORLD’S WORST to pure fabricated non-fiction and way out there, the Bathroom Readers’ Institute presents this inquisitive compendium of completely false information. The facts and stories inside would be too bizarre if they made sense round. But trust us, they’re not real. 224 pages. Portable Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95


5724678 DO YOU THINK YOU’RE SMARTER? By John Farnon. Why can’t you light a candle in a spaceship? What books are bad for you? Is feminism dead? Each year interviewers for Oxford and Cambridge are asked such curious questions, aimed at separating the merely bright from the truly clever. This guide provides answers to 60 of these infinitely perplexing problems. 220 pages. Icon Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3813118 UNCLE JOHN’S CERTIFIED ORGANIC BATHROOM READER. With this compendium you’ll be able to separate fact from fiction, and laugh at the same time. Behind the slogans, trace the history of environmentalism, and discover what the future may hold—all in a humors manner. 228 pages. Portable Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

5693070 SO YOU THINK YOU’RE IRISH. By Margaret Köhleter. Test your Celtic IQ with over 500 multiple choice questions on everything from the history of the Blarney stone to the origin of the name Dublin to pubs per capita. Answers provided. 166 pages. Castle. $3.95

3685969 BATHROOM BOOK OF WASHINGTON TRIVIA: Weird, Wacky and Wild. By G. Spadoni & L. Wojna. This collection features well-known and little-known facts about every corner of Washington. Discovers who was first to cross the Potomac, where the first black stars Kurt Cobain and Jimi Hendrix, learn about the first reported sighting of a UFO, the location of the world’s largest building, and much more. 232 pages. Blue Bike. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

3679260 THE MANUAL: Trivia, Testosterone, Tales of Badassery, Raw Meat, Fine Whiskey, Cold Truth. By K. Riegert & S. Kaplan. So you’ve decided to go in search of your manhood. Good for you. This hilarious tongue-in-cheek guide is here to help. Learn how to throw a punch, read a woman, and conquer the male heart. Tyson-style uppercut; tell the difference between whiskey, whisky, bourbon and scotch; how to survive a hand grenade attack; and more. 120 pages. Rowan Robinson. $1.95

5820545 THE QUESTION BOOK: What Makes You Tick? By M. Krogerus & R. Tscheppeler. Engaging, direct, and compulsively fun to answer, with over 600 questions on subjects everyone can relate to—work, household finance, sex and relationships, pets and more. Learn about how the human collection is an opportunity to reflect on everyday routines, revises plans deferred, and learn something new about yourself and others. Illus. 168 pages. Norton. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

3685968 CANONICAL BATHROOM READER, 27TH EDITION. Brings you the world’s most absorbing collection of fascinating facts, honored history, bone-headed blunders, obscure oddities, and manly revelations. Read about how to do everyday things in space. Germany’s little green men, underwear in the news; a girl and her dinosaur, and much more. 544 pages. Portable Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

5793882 ULTIMATE BOOK OF TRIVIA. By Scott McNeely. Dive into this collection for an edifying and entertaining tour of all the things you didn’t know that you didn’t know. There is something for everyone and every occasion, from Herbert Hoover’s pet alligator to the longest recorded mumps. 350 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

★ 4625234 THE THINGS THAT NOBODY KNOWS: 501 Mysteries of the Universe, Our Species, and Civilization. By B. Hartmann. A guided tour of 501 gaps in our knowledge of cosmology, mathematics, animal behavior, medical science, music, art, language, and more. Dive into the deep end of the pool of ignorance and find out what you didn’t know you didn’t know. 384 pages. Chronicle. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

5744003 TOP 10 FOR MEN. By B. Gingrich & B. Cullen. Presents 250 man-centric lists that answer all of life’s most important questions. From the funny ("Top Ten Hurricanes with Stripper’s Names") to the informative ("Top Ten Deadliest Foods to Eat for Breakfast") to the scintillating ("Top Ten Best-Selling Books (of all time)"). 296 pages. Media. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

3684547 THE INTELLECTUAL’S CHECKLIST. By Richard J. & James V. Waller. If you are truly well-verseed enough to call yourself an aspiring pundit, poet, and philosopher. Here are more than 350 esoteric figures, and philosophers that only the super-well versed can name. 263 pages. Media. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

3616444 JAMES BOND: Amazing & Extraordinary Facts. By Michael Paterson. Unearths a selection of surprising and astonishing facts; surprising science; weird news; answers to the deepest of the deep, this entertaining volume will expand your understanding of science, health, history, pop culture, and more. 224 pages. Media. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

3635694 KNOW IT ALL: Head-Scratching Questions About the Science All Around Us. From New Scientist. Collects the best questions and answers from New Scientist magazine’s "Last Word" column. This collection covers physics, chemistry, zoology, and beyond, such as: If there were a thermometer in space, what would it read? When will Mount Everest cease to be the tallest mountain? 282 pages. Media. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

5843391 A SMATTERING OF LATIN. By Simon R.H. James. Think Latin is an unnecessary, long-dead language? Think again! This fun volume packed with delectable little facts about the history and importance of Latin can open your mind to its awe-inspiring influence on a diverse array subjects from football to Harry Potter to commonly used words to James Bond films. 160 pages. Portico. Pub. at $11.95 $4.95

5726011 MAKE YOU GOMMM... : A Necessary Encyclopedia of the Human Body. By Rowan Robinson. This little volume lists everything you ever wanted to know about the human body. Did you know the Declaration of Independence was written on hemp paper; the U.S. government supplies marijuana to eight people three feet of charge, or that hemp seeds are a great source of protein and essential fatty acids? 192 pages. Media. Pub. at $16.95 $7.95

5848098 GO FIGURE: The Things You Didn’t Know You Didn’t Know. By Tom Standle. A mesmerizing display of smart, informed answers to questions that will otherwise remain unanswered, such as: How do Satanists really believe? Is chocolate healthy? Why do lesbian women earn more than straight men? And many more questions both peculiar and profound. 247 pages. The Economist. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

5813069 UNTIMELY DEMISE: A Darkly Humorous Presentation of 365 Deadly Deeds. By William Dylan Powell. Presents a daily exploration of the fascinating ways people have died one another since the beginning of time. From ninja swords to cyanide, poisons to pistols, the deadly details of 365 dastardly, mundane, ritualistic and just plain bizarre murders are revealed in one darkly humorous collection. Illus. 236 pages. Cider Mill. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95


★ 2681250 RIPLEY’S BELIEVE IT OR NOT! 101 Amazing & Extraordinary Facts. By Geoff Tibballs. Enter into the incredible world of Ripley’s! An amazing assortment of crazy animals, remarkable feats, strange-but-true tales from the world of oddities, heart-stopping deformities, and breathtaking stunts! Meet body features and the insights that can be drawn from them; body features can reveal health, relationship, and behavior attributes. You’ll be amazed! Well illus. 140 pages. Hampton Roads. $9.95


★ 4627164 STUFF YOU SHOULD HAVE LEARNED AT SCHOOL. By Michael Powell. Illus. 144 pages. Fall River. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95


5764193 UNCLE JOHN’S FUNNIEST EVER BATHROOM READER. SHOPWORN, 288 pages. Portable Press. 4x4x7. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95
HUMOR

6541348 DON'T YOU JUST HATE THAT? 736 Annoying Things. By Dan O’Rourke. A hilarious collection of everyday irritations, injustices, and petty pretensions, like #505: Being the last person to stop at a #184. Accidental setting your alarm clock for PM instead of AM. 408 pages. Workman. $3.95

3792437 THE MAMMOTH BOOK OF REALLY SILLY JOKES. Ed. by Geoff Tobilbals. There’s a cheeky collection of jokes in every color from quality gagbills to painful puns. Tease your friends with one-liners on school, sports, waiters, elephants, and more. 495 pages. Running Press. Paperback. $13.95

3792725 THE MAMMOTH BOOK OF MORE IRONICALLY INCORRECT JOKES. Ed. by Geoff Tobilbals. Offers nearly 3,000 more jokes covering just about every topic imaginable—and some that you almost certainly haven’t—from adultery to (sex in) zoos. A stupendous, all-new companion to the first bestselling volume. Adults only. 481 pages. Running Press. Paperback. $14.95

3873606 QUITE ENOUGH OF CALVIN TISH! Thirty Years of Funny Stuff. The beloved humorist selects the best of his hilarious work, dealing with such subjects as the horrors of witnessing a voodoo economics ceremony, the mystery of the man who managed for thirty years to feed her family on nothing but leftovers, and much more. 340 pages. Random. Paperbound. $27.00

5807138 KETCHUP IS A VEGETABLE: And Other Lies Moms Tell Themselves. By Judy Gregor. Besides being a makeup artist, she still wears (and hates) though she sometimes has a stylist and a wardrobe. Despite this, she genuinely feel like she’s one of the gang. Even Co-Star. [5715008] 3673960 Other Lies Moms Tell Themselves. By O'Bryant. O'Bryant offers a no-holds-barred look at the day-to-day life of being a mother to three, and the everyday at the day-to-day life of being a mother to three, and the everyday. Whether you are a connoisseur of pictures or are new to looking at images, this volume is sure to give you far more pleasure than you have imagined. Fully illus. in color. 262 pages. Little, Brown. $10.95

4628781 THE ADVENTURES OF MRS. JESUS. By Dan O’Rourke. A full-color illustrated collection of hilarious, satirical cartoons featuring Jesus from an executive producer of ABC's Modern Family. 154 pages. Morrow. $6.95


5873064 PRAYERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS. By Monica Sheehan. Has life you down? Is the universe throwing one too many curve balls your way? Has karma finally come back to haunt you? Look no further. Collected here are genuinely funny and inspiring prayers that can help you conquer any occasion. Illus. Running Press. Paperbound. $9.95

1878864 THE ONION BOOK OF KNOWN KNOWLEDGE: From America’s Finest News Source The Onion. By Joe Garden et al. A devastatingly important (and ridiculously funny) encyclopedia from America’s Finest News Source that contains the sum total of mankind’s knowledge. Includes thousands of brilliant and essential (and hilarious) text entries, colorful graphics, illustration, cartoon panels. 244 pages. Simon & Schuster. Paperbound. $20.00

5792452 HOW TO RENT A NERD. By Damali Ayo. The creator of the popular satirical website rent-a-nerd.com offers a complete road map of the dynamic business of renting, complete with FAQs, handy tips, box-tops, the fine print, and essential applications, and more. A witty, satirical, and brilliantly comical take on race, racial tension and racism in our modern world. Photos. 196 pages. Lawrence Hill. Paperbound. $14.95

3979000 DIRTY LIBRARY: Twisted Children's Classics Revisited. By Seth Grahame-Smith. Essential and entertaining guide to food and essenti al (and hilarious) text entries, colorful graphics, illustration, cartoon panels. 244 pages. Simon & Schuster. Paperbound. $20.00

4691668 DIARY OF A MAD DIVA. By Joan Rivers. The unstoppable Joan Rivers is at it again, this time delivering a no holds barred, delightfully vicious, and always hilarious look at daily life as she spends the ultimate diva. For the first time in a century, it’s a diary by someone who actually works. Photos. 290 pages. Berkley. $26.99

3632394 JOYS OF JEWISH HUMOR. Ed. by D. Spalding. Includes Yiddish sayings, jokes, and anecdotes, rabbis, cantors, doctors, lawyers, marriage brokers and others as they find themselves in some highly unexpected and always hilarious situations. 351 pages. Jonathan David. $3.95

5821258 IRISH FARMERS. By Ciara Ryan. Funny, tongue-in-cheek, full-color collection of photos of young Irish farmers, naked from the waist up alongside their favorite livestock. St. Martin’s Griffin. 8¼x7¾. Paperbound. $15.99


5870143 HOW TO SURVIVE A HORROR MOVIE. By Seth Grahame-Smith. Essential and entertaining guide to food and essenti al (and hilarious) text entries, colorful graphics, illustration, cartoon panels. 244 pages. Simon & Schuster. Paperbound. $20.00

1838568 HOW TO LIVE WITH A BIG HOLE. Advice, Meditations, and Tales of the Unexpected. By R. Jacob & O. Thomas. Here at last is the first self-help book for men suffering from Oversized Male Genitalia (OMG), a genetic birth defect that grows the penis to absurd proportions. Adults only. 128 pages. Quirk. Paperbound. $12.95

1807644 QUICK-FIX COOKING WITH ROADKILL. By Buck “Buck” Peterson. Inside this hilarious, tongue-in-cheek cookbook, you’ll find quick tips for serving some North American roadkill favorites, along with a guide to cooking techniques, cooking tips, and a complete collection of recipes for small, land and water game alike. Enjoy recipes such as Deep-Dish Pizza, Freeway Fritatta, and Shish Kaboom Kebabs. Illus. 141 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. $9.95

1863965 DON'T YOU JUST HATE THAT? 736 Annoying Things. By Dan O’Rourke. A hilarious collection of everyday irritations, injustices, and petty pretensions, like #505: Being the last person to stop at a #184. Accidental setting your alarm clock for PM instead of AM. 408 pages. Workman. $3.95

5221807 THE MATTE BOOK OF REALLY SILLY JOKES. Ed. by Geoff Tobilbals. There’s a cheeky collection of jokes in every color from quality gagbills to painful puns. Tease your friends with one-liners on school, sports, waiters, elephants, and more. 495 pages. Running Press. Paperback. $13.95
**FATHER FELL DOWN THE WELL: Classic Stories—From the Bird Business.** By Adam Carolla. The comedian, author, television host, podcaster, and New York Times bestselling author discusses the plight of the modern parent, telling it straight about what adults must do to raise kids they want to have to support their kids forever. Illus. 239 pages. Dry Street. Pub. at $26.99 $9.95

**THE I IN EVIL: Accepting and Embracing the Monster You Are.** By Ken W. Hanley. Whether you’re tied down by the expectations of your mystifying world or taken over by your insatiable bloodlust, Hanley is here to help you solve your problems with the power of positive and self-confidence. So the next time you’re about to sink your teeth into someone’s giek, pick up this guide and remember that you can’t spell “evil” without the “i”! 247 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.99 $9.45

**AT DEATH’S DOOR.** By Ben Joel Price. Price brings together a gruesome horde of children who are out for a little trick or treat fun. Harris. Who says cheese jokes are a bad thing? With this outrageously ripe selection of gags, you’ll be delighting your friends all the way to the dell counter. 94 pages. Summersdale. Pub. at $11.95 $9.45

**SEEN MORE TITLES AT ERHBC.COM/972**
**Plant Directories & Growing Guides**

- **5744229 GROW NATIVE: Bringing Natural Beauty to Your Garden.** By Lynn M. Steiner. Learn everything you need to know to design and cultivate a naturally beautiful yard with native plants and trees. You’ll save money while providing homes and nourishment for wildlife, with this guide. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99
  **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

- **5863112 THE PLANT LOVER’S GUIDE TO MAGNOLIAS.** By Sally Gregson. Revered for their delicate flowers and dramatic foliage, magnolias are the full plant lover’s treatment in this comprehensive resource. Gregson shares recommendations and growing information for more than 100 of the best garden varieties. Fully illus. in color. 232 pages. Timber. Pub. at $24.95
  **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

  **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

- **3676358 GROWING MARIJUANA HYDROPONICALLY.** By Tina Wright. Wellell illus. 96 pages. Ronin. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95
  **PRICE CUT to $13.95**

- **190020X SUNSET WESTERN GARDEN BOOK.** Ed. by Kathleen Norris Brenzel. Wellell illus. in color. 768 pages. Sunset. 8½x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95
  **PRICE CUT to $24.95**

  **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

  **PRICE CUT to $16.95**

- **4556229 MARIJUANA OUTDOOR GROWER’S GUIDE.** By Brent Horvath. 442 pages. Kew. Import. Pub. at $100.00
  **PRICE CUT to $59.95**

  **PRICE CUT to $18.95**

- **461576X GARDENING FOR BUTTERFLIES: How You Can Attract and Protect Beautiful, Beneficial Insects.** By Scott Hoffman Black et al. Create a garden that protects and nurtures the most beloved garden guests—butterflies. This guide introduces you to a variety of butterfly plants, ideas for nurturing, and provides suggestions for native plants to attract them and habitat designs to help them thrive. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95
  **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

- **5759927 CULTIVATING GARDEN STYLE.** By Rochelle Greayer. Greayer takes the guesswork out of selecting and designing your own unique garden style. Offering hundreds of details, unexpected colors, versatile plants, and step by step projects, this volume expertly helps you identify your style, pick furniture and accessories, and make a space that feels definitively yours. Fully illus. in color. 323 pages. Timber. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $58.95
  **PRICE CUT to $35.95**

  **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

### Vegetable Gardening

- **5455279 VEGETABLE-GROWING BASICS.** By Richard Bird. This little guide contains all you need to know about sowing, planting, harvesting and storing vegetables. Bird describes the proper techniques for right results in growing your own delicious produce. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Hardcover. Pub. at $19.95
  **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

  **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

- **7520077 IN PRAISE OF TOMATOES: A Year in the Life of a Home Tomato Grower.** By Steven Shepherd. Exquisite, lyrical memoir by an avid tomato gardener who records his 24-year-old cycle of growing tomatoes, nurturing, and harvesting—in the process culminating a joyfully robust metaphor for nurturing life’s larger bounty. 244 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $22.00
  **$19.95**

---

See more titles at erhbc.com/972
by step photographs. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95


★ 2730537 THE ORGANIC MEDICINAL HERB FARMER: The Ultimate Guide to Producing High-Quality Herbs on a Market Scale. By Jeff & Melanie Carpenter. At once a business guide and a gardening guide, it covers the basics of choosing and growing herbs. Concise and easy to use, this guide is packed with expert advice and step-by-step instructions, plus an A-to-Z directory of culinary herbs. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Creative Homeowner. $15.99

★ 5757957 HOME GARDENER’S HERB GARDENS: Specialist Guide. By David Squire. Provides a comprehensive guide to choosing and growing herbs. Concise and easy to use, this guide is packed with expert advice and step-by-step instructions, plus an A-to-Z directory of culinary herbs. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Creative Homeowner. $15.99

★ 538660X GARDENING WITH CHICKENS: Plans and Plants for You and Your Chickens. By Mark Jones. Advice on planning and planting your garden using strategies and tips that keep your coop in mind. Lists friendly guidance, along with instructions and illustrations, will inspire you to create a harmonious household you and your chickens can enjoy. 176 pages. Voyageur. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

★ 572230X HERB GARDENING: How to Prepare Soil, Select and Grow Your Herbs. By Melissa Melton Snydner. Whether you want to try growing basil on your back porch or you’re looking to plant a field of mint, you’ll find what you need in this guide. Learn how to choose the site and the plants, grow and nurture them, and harvest the results. Well illus. in color. 264 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


★ 5759956 HOME GARDENER’S SMALL GARDENS: Specialist Guide. By David Squire. Growing plants in containers is a quick and easy way to enhance your outdoor space through the addition of mixed bedding sets, container and plant combinations, and provides step-by-step directions for planting and maintaining beautiful displays. Well illus. in color. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 5381393 HERBARIUM. By Caz Hildebrand. An interesting mix of history, herb lore, gardening tips, food pairing suggestions, recipes, and medicinal use information on 100 herbs. Well illus. 224 pages. Thames & Hudson. $29.95 $21.95

★ 3605906 FLOWERS IN THE BLOOD: The Story of Opium. By Jeff Goldberg with D. Latimer. Originally published in 1981. Opium has played a dramatic and varied role in human history, inspiring religious veneration, scientific exploration, the bitterest cencer, and the most fanciful ecstasy. Here, Goldberg and Latimer provide a complete, insightful history of the plant and its many uses. The authors cover the basic practical information any grower needs, along with 50 detailed plant profiles that every farmer should consider. Well illus. in color. 394 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95


★ 5890808 THE ROSE: The History of the World’s Finest Marijuana Strains. Ed. by S.T. Oner. From Amazing Haze to X-Dog, this guide features 100 of the most intense, psychedelic and fast-forwarding flower strains. Includes color photos showcase each strain in all its glory and includes information on seed suppliers. 209 pages. Green Candy. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $16.95

★ 5706548 HANDY POCKET GUIDE TO ORCHIDS. By David P. Banks. This handy little guide provides an excellent introduction to over 120 exotic orchid species found in Tropical Asia. This comprehensive identification guide includes photos of each orchid, its blooming season, and a brief description. Packed with practical tips on growing, cultivating and caring for orchids, you’ll be amazed by the beauty of this unique world of flowers. Paperback. 6x9. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95 $3.95

★ 5808081 THE ROSE: The History of the World’s Favorite Flower. By Brent Elliott. Discover many of the great archival treasures of the art of the rose culture. The history of the rose is revealed through forty of the most popular and interesting species and hybrids in a fully illustrated volume, accompanied by forty color photos in ready for framing, all packaged in a beautiful library box. 176 pages. Andres Deutsch. 9x12. Paperback. Pub. at $55.00 $39.95
572788X THE GARDEN ANTHOLOGY. Ed. by Ursula Buchan. Presents over 100 years of the best writing in The Garden magazine, the journal of the Royal Horticultural Society. As well as revealing key moments from a time of intense change, this anthology paints a rich and intriguing picture of what gardening means today. The writers talk about personal projects, planting schemes, and the natural beauty of the world while shedding light on the inner landscape of the thoughtful gardener. Illus. in color. 320 pages. Frances Lincoln. Import. Pub. at $25.99  
PRICE CUT to $5.95  
★5728614 BOTANICAL ILLUSTRATION: The Essential Reference. By Carol Belanger Grafton. Stunning compendium of more than 500 years of printed botanical illustrations. Begins with images from medieval manuscripts and woodcuts, to 15th, 16th, and 17th-century selections from horticultural reference books. Continues with 19th and 20th-century floral work. Includes detailed bibliographical information and historical sourcing. Fully illus., most in color. 136 pages. Dover. 8¼x11. 
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  
PRICE CUT to $14.95  
4619579 ART FLOWERS: Contemporary Floral Designs & Installations. By Olivier Dupin. From intimate flower arrangements worthy of a Dutch Master painting to asymmetrical installations that dazzle with their ingenuity, the works of today’s great flower designers come together for one breathtaking volume. Marvel at creations by Anthony Morvillo, Lindsey Brown, Martin Reinicke, Sean Cook, and countless others from around the world. 288 pages. Clarkson Potter. 10¼x13¼. Import. Pub. at $65.00  
3660382 GARDENS AND GARDENING IN THE LISSEMEAPE 1700-1800. By Brenda Wells Sardy. The mid-Atlantic region boasts an abundance of buildings dating to the 18th century—but many of their gardens have been lost to time. In this history, Sardy recovers this lost world, providing an engaging account of the region’s elaborate gardens and the people who brought them to fruition. Illus., some color. 206 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $44.00  
★5995932 THE COLORS OF NATURE: Subtropical Gardens. By Raymond Jungles. Features more than 20 residential projects in and around Florida of gardens with cleverly designed fountains, water walls, lush plants, grots, formal garden rooms and hidden clearings that transport travelers to a tropical realm. Illus. in color. 264 pages. Gibbs Smith. 9x12. Pub. at $50.00  
5442051 IN & OUT OF PARIS: Gardens of Secret Delights. By Zahir Sardar, photos by M. Brenner. Among the more than 40 great and small projects within this volume are fresh garden concepts in the city’s environs such as Meudon, Vaux-le-Vicomte, Gehlhaus, the Anet Castle, and Mery-sur-Oise, which are otherwise all bastions of classic Andre Le Notre-style French gardens. Showcases top modern masters such as Louis Benech, Gilles Clement, and many others. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Monacelli. 11¾x9¼. 
Pub. at $50.00  
5771676 THE NEW GARDEN PARADISE. Great Private Gardens of the World. By D. Browning & the eds. of House & Garden. Takes you into 35 gardens, never seen before by the public, all of them with must-see features. Hedges that recede mysteriously into the mist, to Penelope Hobhouse’s latest interpretation of the traditional English garden, to Martha Schwartz’s Toronto garden, to the lush pink painted garden rooms. Illus. in color. 464 pages. Norton. 10x13¼. Import. Pub. at $65.00  
5753651 PRIVATE LANDSCAPES: Modernist Gardens in Southern California. By P. Burton & M. Botnick. Profiles a captivating line of Southern California’s greatest gardeners and their accompanying houses by celebrated architects like Richard Neutra, Rudolph Schindler, Gregory Ain and others. These gardens, as beautiful and practical as they were sixty years ago, continue to provide inspiration for garden lovers everywhere. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Abrams. 11½x11. Import. Pub. at $44.95  
★3642221 EXOTIC BOTANICAL ILLUSTRATION WITH THE EDEN PROJECT. By R. Martin & M. Thurland. 144 pages. Batsford. 8¼x11. Import. Pub. at $29.95  
★3642221 EXOTIC BOTANICAL ILLUSTRATION WITH THE EDEN PROJECT. By R. Martin & M. Thurland. 144 pages. Batsford. 8¼x11. Import. Pub. at $29.95  
3610536 TREES AND SHRUBS OF THE OLD WORLD. By P. Burton & M. Botnick. Profiles a captivating line of Southern California’s greatest gardeners and their accompanying houses by celebrated architects like Richard Neutra, Rudolph Schindler, Gregory Ain and others. These gardens, as beautiful and practical as they were sixty years ago, continue to provide inspiration for garden lovers everywhere. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Abrams. 11½x11. Import. Pub. at $44.95 
★3642221 EXOTIC BOTANICAL ILLUSTRATION WITH THE EDEN PROJECT. By R. Martin & M. Thurland. 144 pages. Batsford. 8¼x11. Import. Pub. at $29.95  
5771529 GREAT GARDENS OF LONDON. Text by Victoria Summerville. Filled with fascinating stories of plants and people that make London one of Europe’s most exciting plots. Features gardens of every imaginable style, shape and size from gardens on rooftops, within palaces, surrounding churches, castles, shopping malls, and in all open spaces. Illus., in color. 208 pages. Frances Lincoln. 10¼x13¼. Pub. at $50.00  
★4641820 ALL THE PRESIDENTS’ GARDENS: Madison’s to Obama’s. By Brent Elliott. For one historic for the estate as it stands today, alongside an lavish pictorial tour. 224 pages. Rizzoli. 9½x12. Pub. at $60.00  
5727979 THE WRITER’S GARDEN. By Jackie Bennett. Fully illus., most in color. 176 pages. Frances Lincoln. 10x12¾. Pub. at $40.00  
5618987 GARDENS YOU MUST SEE BEFORE YOU DIE. Ed. by Rae Spencer-Jones. Color photos. 960 pages. Barron’s. Pub. at $35.00  
3665984 GARDENS IN THE SPHİRT OF PLACE. By Page Dickey. Fully illus., in color. 182 pages. Stewart, Tabori & Chang. 8½x11.  Pub. at $35.00  
1873806 PUBLIC GARDENS OF MİCHİGAN. By Miriam Eaton Rutz. Fully illus. in color. 108 pages. MSUP. 10¼x13¼. Pub. at $34.95  
5727979 THE WRITER’S GARDEN. By Jackie Bennett. Fully illus., most in color. 176 pages. Frances Lincoln. 10x12¾. Pub. at $40.00  
4573196 GARDENS PRIVATE & PERSONAL: A Garden Club of America Book. Fully illus., most in color. 256 pages. Abrams. 10x12. Pub. at $50.00  
5712610 A YEAR IN THE LIFE OF BETH CHATTO’S GARDEN. Photos by Rachel Warne. 128 pages. Frances Lincoln. Import. Pub. at $29.95  
1276609 GARDENS OF POMEII. By Annamaria Ciarello. Well illus. in color. 73 pages. J. Paul Getty Museum. 8¼x9¼. Pub. at $24.95  
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